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INTRODUCTION
The last twenty-ti ve year. have
literary study in America.

2.! texte.

Se«l

the appearance ot a n_ type ot

An import from France, it is called explication

As of this year, it i8 80 productive of work that a magazine ot '

explication which began. in 1942 is still in publication. l In 1950 an 188 page
checklist of explication-centered writing was pUblished. 2 Significantly, this
list starts from the year 1925, indicating the newness of 't
a.ry evaluation.

This newne.. can a1.o bl

term itself from standard books ot reterL ____ _
Literature, for instance, haa no heading tor explication.!!! texte. 3 Nor do
Thrall's lJandbook~ Literature or Shipley's Diotionary.2! World Literature. 4
A c1asslc work clarifying the function ot explication, or rather,
clarifying explication for English-reading students, is Robert Vlgneron t s
!5>l1ca.tion

.!!! Texte.

~.!!!.

Ada£tation

~.:!!!

TeaohinG

Vigneron's working definition ot explication i l this.

2.! Modern

Languages.

"The truth is that it

IThe E!Pllcator, Fredericksburg, Virginia, 19422George W. Arm. and Joeeph Kuntz, Poet!]'; !xpl1cation (N_ York, 1950).
3S1r Paul Harv6,Y,

ed.,

-

OCEL. 2nd ed., (London, 1937).

4William Flint Thrall and Addison Hibbard, A lilndbook to Literature, with
an Outline of Li terary H18to~, EnGlish and Amerrcan fl- York, 1936) J
Joseph f. shrpley, ea:~ Dict
01
Literature, Critioism - Forms Technique (New York, LJ.94y.
-

onarz

10m

v

is nothing but a method of scientifio research and accurate literary interpretation apropos ot a text chose tor its lignitioance or its beauty: or both."S
Of course, this statement is extremely general. but this breadth is understandable because aa the point of emphasis or approach differs, speoitio
detinition will also ditfer,

Arms and Kuntz consider explioation "the exam!-

nation of a work of literature tor a mowledge of eaoh part, tor the relation

ot theae parts

to each other, and tor their relation. to the whole." Atter some

comment, the same two authors conolude by saying that "explioation taoes up to
the po_ a. a po_• .,6

In this thelis. the procedure suggested by Fr. F4ward L. Surtz, S.J., of
the Engli.h Department of Loyola Univera1ty will be followed.

In simplest torm

it i. this.
Placing of the pos

author, relation to his time••
relation of poem to poet's other works,
relation of pOaR to times.

Analylis of po_

over-all struoture, imagery,
teohniques. etc.

Synthesis of poe

pOtlll Tiewed as a whole, po_"viewed
a. the creation of the poet.

Becauae of the variations within poem. and poets, the preciae application of

~obert Vigneron. I'?xpl1oation i! Textes ~ .!:!:!. Adaptation ~.!!!:! Teaohing
of Modern Languafes (Chicago, 1934), p. 1. This booklet is a reprint of
VI'gneron" artie e lIIhich first app-.red in the Modern Language Journal, October,

1927.
6Arma and Kuntz, p. 18.

"Edward L. Surts, S.J •• "Method of Explication de Texte tor a Poem,"
mimeographed directive. Loyola University (Chicago, n.d.). p. 1.

theae a'Mpl will Dot always be the sam..

D1N'eret po._ 11'111, th.retore.

dtmaDd ditterent approaohes linea explicatiOD tries to extraot from any given
poem all that is explicit and implicit in that poam.
The above paragrapht with its skeletal stat.ent ot the explioation
prooedure, hint. at the purpose ot the theais.

It 18 quite simple.

to amve

at some oonolueiona about the 11terary merits ot two poems in CO'9'entry

into Patmorean studies reveals that thi. purely li tera.ry e't'8.1uation bas not

Pe:tlmorets aequernce of poema The UnknCMn Erol by means ot explication. Researoh

been attempted otten or extensivelY'.

Patmore. oertainly, bas been the subject

ot numerous articl .. and some seveo or eight boolau but in none ot theae bas
there b .... any lengtl\v torma.l explioation ot poema in the Eros sequence.
situation baa resulted tram a 'ftriety of r_son8.

This

Not the least important is

the taot that Patmore was one ot the most interesting p.raonalities and con·...rtI

to Catholioiam in ntneteen.th-octur;y England.

Consequently, ma.JlY' ot the

atudies of him have been deTOted to inter-relating hie lite with his poetry,
not with his poetry as such. 8

SecondlY', the more literary studies have been

analyses of hi. total work, tor oample, his use ot nature, his leading ideas,
his intelleotuallty.9

J. C. Reid has oome olosest to explicating any of the

odes, but he too handle. them in a general way.l0

8Proof for this statement oe.n be found in the 11.t of periodical artioles
in the bibliography of this thesis. A book that verifies the statement is
Edward Jamee Oliver, Covent?' Patmore (New York, 1956).
9The most famous study of Patmore talla into this classificationl
Frederiok Page, Patmore: a Study in poeiZ (Oxford, 1933); the same 1s true ot
Osbert Burdett, !lie Idea o~tfy Pi
re (Oxford, 1921).
lOJf.O'trf' C[Owlil Reid,
pp. 282-312.

.!!!.! ~ !!:! !!':!? !!. Covctq

Patmore (London, 1957),

viii
A real service can be performed. therefore, by subjeoting 80me of Patmore'
poems to the relatively objective sorutiny of explication
as Reid notes, must ultimately rest on his poetry.

..!!!. texte.

His fame,

Consequently, while

Patmore's interests, background, and tremendously wide reading will be noted,
this study ls not one of souroes.

It simply intends to disoover the strength.

the weakness, the suocess or failure of two of ?atmore's later poems, ftPsyohe'8
Disoontent" and "The Child t s Purohase. It

CHAPTER I
COVENTRY PATMORE

Life
Coventry Kersey Dighton Patmore was born July 23, 1823, in Woodford Green,
Essex and died in the year 1896, thus spanning a. good part of the worldohanging nineteenth century.

His tather

ftS

George Patmore, an agnostic 11 ter-

ary critic and essayist of the "Coclmey Sohool. ft

His mother was a stern woman

of Presbyterian baokground who seems to have had little influenoe in her son'.
life, fading under the strength of the father and the boyt s paternal grandmother.

The oldest of four ohildren. Coventry was spoiled by both his rather

and the grandmother and frightened by his mother.

George Patmore' educated hi,

son personally, particularly in literary matters and sent him to school for
only a fflW' years to the Colle,e

~

France, when COVEIIltry was sixteen years old.

In 1845 George Patmore had to flee England when some stook speoulation
railed.

He took his wite with him but lett Coventry and a. younger brother to

fend for themselves.

Sinoe Coventry had been training himself tor a writing

career under his father's guidanoe, he had no souroe of income and no prospect.
at the time of the unforeseen departure of his father.
writing reviews.

He naturally turned to

This oooupation supported him until he reoeived work at the

British MwunlD. through the efforts of a friend Monkton Jlilnes.

Arter this, the

young poet bad a souroe of inoome, meager but suffioient enough to let him.
oourt his future -.df. and to continue writing poetry.
1

2
In 1846, Patmore, aged 23, married Emily August Andrews, the

well-educated~

extremely dignified, sensitive daughter of a Congregationalist minister.
wall

the first of three marriages for Patmore, and, as far

the happiest.

1.8

thi.

compari.on allows,

Wly provided the inspiration for the four po.s, of almost

novel length, that came to be called

l!!!. Angel .!!!. ~

House. The first part,

"The Betrothal," appeared in 1854, the lalt part, "The Victories of Love," in
1863.

By 1900 this group of poems had sold one qua1"ter of a million copies.

Just before he died, ho1rever, Patmore bought up all the remaining oopie8 at the
Angel that he could and bumed them .... so or1t1('1al had he become of hi. early
and hi. molt popular work. l
When Emily died in 1862, cutting ort the main source at Patmore's in.pi-

ration, he turned more completely to another interest that had long been with
him.

This ..... hi. concern for the spiritual life, espeoially Catholic thea-

logioa.l writings. 2

In 1864, GIl a trip to Rome, Patmore entered the Catholic

Church. Rome and reading, hcwever _ were not the only rea.ons for hi. baptitlm.
For in Rome he had met and become engaged to Marianne Caroline Byle., a welleducated devout Catholic .ome. thirty year. ot age.

While hi. conversion was

complete1,. sinoere, Patmore', love for Mi •• Byles seems to have given him the
impetu. neoe.sary tor the tinal act of submilsion.

lDerek Patmore, The Life and Times of CoV8lliE! Patmore (London, 1949),
p. 155, Derek PatmoreTs a reliable source. Wheel' or not the poet burned the
rellllLining 'VOlumes preci.ely be.use at hil critical attitude cannot be
determined. Other authors speak of Patmore's a.mt1et)r over "unorthodox" 11nes.
2Coventry Patmore, "Autobiography of Conversion," quoted in nalil
Champneya, .Memoirs ~ Corre.pondtmce .2! Coventry Patmore (London, n.d.), II,
46-50.

\
3

Through this aelt.etfaoing woman, Patmore became a rathwweal tb¥ man, an
estate owner in Sussex.
1880.

:Mary Patmore, as ahe was called by the family, died in

One year later Patmore married 1l8.rrlet Robson who had been

just preoeding the marriage a governea. and oompanion in his na.e.

fe'}"

the years

Thia third

wite aurvived the poet.
In 1877 Patmore published a small volume of poema known by the t1tle of

the lead poem of the Second Book ot the sequenoe. "The UnJmown
next fft years. a

cons1den.bl~

Bro,."

In the

number of poems were added to the colleotion.

Atter 1880 Patmore.s poetio publications are f_. "Amelia." Patmore-a favorite
poe, being a notable exoeption.

The final fifteen yeara

11'

ere taken up with

e ....y W'l"it1ng, preparing article., and 40i1l.g extensive atudy for poema which
were n ...... oompleted.
Th... taot. give only the ahell of Patmore', life.

A fuller account would

investigate hia domina. ting persortall ty, his aoquaintanoe wi til Ruskin, Carlyle,
Tenny.on, Hopkins, Lytton, and others ot like tame, and, mo.t significant perhaps, his extremely tender love for hi. first wite.

Moreover, int•• e study

would reTeal Patmore'a Tast reading and analYsi. in a 'Variety of field..

For

purpo.e. of thi. thesia, it is wi.e to note that in the field of mystical theology Patmore was probably the BlOat widely read nineteenth-century English
11 terary man. Hopkin. alone exoepted.

He read deeply st. Thoma. Aquinas, St.

Augustine, St. Bernard. and st. John ot the Cros., to name a ff!lfl ot the ortlx>do
Wl"itera on my'stioi'"

Swedenborg, the Lutheran lQ'stio, he admired great1y.3

PatllloZ'e's eamin.tion of theae writers oontinued while he was a oountry squire

3Reld, Pp. 68-81 and Appendix.

,
and while he was looked em. fir.t aa the perrect poet ot Victorian domesticity
~d

then. later in the century, as the Imtim8lltal poet ot Viotorian senti-

~entalitles.
~ith

Prolonged reflection on the

~8tiC8

and

~atical

WTiters ooupled

Patmore's quasi-intuitive knawledge of, and love for, Catholic dogma

produoed.

.!!!!. UnlmoWA .!!:!.!_,
His Poetio Ideal

Patmore's notion ot the poet's function i8 an e.lt84 one.

Thus, in

Religio Poetae, an essay dating from the latter part of hi. life, he writes "The
Poet i. R!! excellenoe the perceiver, nothing having any interest for him, unleu
he can, as it ..ere, see and touch it with the spiritual s«O..e., with which he i.
pre-eminently endowed • • • • • • • The Poet, again, is not more singular for th4!
~el1oao;y

of hi. spiritual insight, which enables him to see celestial beauty and

~ubstantial

reality where all is bland to moat others, than tor the surprising

r-ange and alertnesl of Tieion, whereby he detec't;a, in external Dature, those
ikeneas.s and echoes by which spiritual realities oe.n alone be rendered oredible
Uld more or less apparent, or subjec'lo to 'real apprehension, t in peraons of
nter10r perceptiT8 powers • • • ,,5

in

the autobiograpb¥ "It oame
'Champneys, II, p. 45, Patmore himself writes
me to consider how it would be if Christianity were true, and if there were,
lOt a lOViDg and governing God, but one who 'Was also Van, and .0 capable ot ao)Ording to me the most intimate conmunion with Himself. The idea. no sooner
rlashed upon .e as a possible reality than it became, what it has ever sinoe re.. med - however muoh I have fallen short of obedienoe to the heavenly vision he only reality worth seduously caring for • • • " Against this statement H,
ust be remembered that Patmore tended to Catholicize many events and exp"riences
1;0

5Coventry Patmore, Re1igio Poetae, ~. (London, 1907), pp. 2-3.

\

5

As the pereeiTer, the seer, Patmore, like the Jewish prophets, was primarily concerned with man t s going to God. 6
nineteenth-oentury reader of

This intention was not eTident to the

!l!! Angel ~ ~ House.

Page, however, have shown the..t Patmor&

eTen

Osbert Burdett and Frederiol

as early a8 the Angel poElll was

oertainly writing trom the point of view that oonjugal love 18 a great means,

-

~

By the time Patmore wrote the Eros sequenoe human love

!Was more than just the ethical means for man t s reaching God.

It· had beoome, evc

Idown to the aot of intercourse, a symbol of, and preparation tor, the love at

Christ tor the individual soul.

In this relationship, the male element represen1e

the aggressive, intelleotual, dominating foroe.
iPassive, the emotional, the dominated element.

The temale represcts the
The ale stands for Christ. the

female, tor man. S
Patmore' s Reputation Today.

Patmorean Studies

To speak at Patmore'. reputation today is aotualll misleading.
~eputation

would be more exact.

While!h! AnGel

~ ~

Hou.e

Non-

popular,

'W8.8

roughly until 1880, Patmore was one of the moat tamoua writers in lZgland.
s800nd marriage and his oonversion to catholiCism, howeYer,

hu!,"lj

Hi.

hla popularity

6Sargent the portraitist used Patmorets likeness as the model tor the
prophet Elekial in his Boston Library Group. For an illustration, see Derek
!Patmore, Lite and Timel, pp. 208-09.

- - -........

'The books in which these soholars presented their interpretation. have al-

rea~

Burdett, pp xi, xii, 25, 39, Page, p. 28.

been mentioned (see aboYe).

8Coventry Patmore, "Dieu et

mEl

Dame," Religio Poetae, p. 161.

6

with a large number of English readers,

Then his volume of the

~

poems went

down a ohannel oompletely ditferent trom that which English poetry and English
oritios had been tollowing tor years,

Consequently. whan the reaotion against

the Viotorians set in at the beginning ot the present oentury. Patmore was one
of the most ridiculed ot that group tor his "'domestioities ot the deanery,"
Erol, sinoe it was not domestic throughout,
-The
simply _s not read.
Unknown

was not ridiouled. It

Crltioal appraisal sottened somewhat atter the publication ot &1rdett' s
book whioh endeavored to show that Patmore was a poet who had used a oentral
idea that pervaded all his poetry.
~

Co'YElntry Patmore,

In an age of despair Burdett considered Patmorets posi-

tive philosophy of love valuable.
of Patmore's

poetry~

--

Thus, the name of Burdett's book. The Idea

In 1933 Frederick Page published

Page spoke with authority and there

8S

an analysis

a tavorable

response in Ji'hgland and America.

Sinoe that time, as Reid says, the eolipse

seams definitely to have ended. 9

S1r Herbert Read, although he tinds Patmore's

odes wanting in that

quali~

ot

or~io

development which he so admires,

precedes his very words ot critioism with the qualit.11ng phrase "strong as they

~,e"

the odeil are. "10

John Heath-Stubbs has a significant Ctbl!lervatlon about

9 Reid, pp. 6-7.

10Sir Herbert Read, The True Voioe of Feeling, Studies in English Romantio
Poetry (London, 1953), pp. 9o::§T. "And yet the Patmorean tOde' I'or ail its
integri~ and torce, is not a suooessful solution to the problem of poetic torm.
For its intrinsiC wcr'::1J.ess we may consult Hopldns's letters •• ,ft

7

!Patmore in his exa:m.ination ot the later intluenoes ot romantioism. l1
Perhaps most si611iticant of c:..il. wi thin the last three years two tull
~angth

By

studies ot Patmore have appeared, that ot Oliver and that ot J. C. Reid.

tar the more 6mbi tious v.ork 18 that ot Reid. 12

He sees the failure to

appreoiate Patmore's prose and poetry as the result of the inability to underIstand his souroes and theretore his intention and allusions.

is

llJohn. Heath-Stubbs, The t6.rklin; Plain, a StUd, ot the Later Fortunes ot
from Georje fiarl~ to .~.-yeats (London, 19551,
IP. lSOI "It"'s usual to speak oP Te:nnyson and r'OWnlng-as the 'great' Viotorian
poets, ;yet if any poet, between the time ot Keats and that ot Hopkins, merits
that title, I believe, that in spite ot his manifest ecoentrioities and inequalities, it is Coventry Patmore."
~ntioimn in English Poe~

12Fr. Terenoe Connolly, B.J. think. that Reid's book is by far the best
anal;yl!lis and eva.luation of Patmore that has been published. Terenoe L. Connoll,.
B.J., rev. of J. C. Reid, The Mind and Art of Covent?" Patmore (N_ York, 1967),
Renascenoe, XI (Winter, 19"!9j,"'1O'f-oo. -

-

lSReld, p. 8.

CHAPTER II

-

-

THE UNKNOWN EROS SEQUENCE

The intention of this chapter is to treat sucoinctly 80me matters that
pertain to both the odes to be explicated.

Something of the history of the

sequence, its place in Patmore's poetic output, andlihe over-all soheme of the
seriea will be mentioned.

Finally, 80me reasons for ohoosing "Psyche's

Discontent" and QThe Child's Purohase" will be ottered.

In 1868, at the height ot his popularity, Patmore privately printed and
distributed among his friends a book of nine odes. l

iYhen these poems tailed to

reoeive an enthusiastic reception, he was orestfallen.

Nevertheless, he oon-

tinued writing in the "irregular ode" form whioh he had adopted for this set ot
poems.

In 1817, thirt,y-one odes, inoluding the nine original ones,

lished under the title To the Unla!own
new ode. were added to the oollection.

-

~2

wer~

pub-

other Poems. In 1818, sixteen

Then, in 1819, as tar a8 can be

-

determined, The Unknown Eros in its present arrangement ot torty-two ode. was
published. 2 The order ot the odes in this latest edition is important because
from it oritios have tried to peroeive the progression of thought whioh unifies
the odes,

lReid,

.!!:.! ~ ~ ~ ~

Coventry Patmore, p. 281.

2Terence L. Connolly, S.J., Ph. D., ed., CoventrY Patmore, MYstical Poems

~NUttial Love (Boston, 1938), p. 148, Patmore's final edition was undated,

thus

he unoertainty of its date.

.
8

9

The.e!!:2.!. poems reveal clee.r17 what Patmore the man
trom 1862 to 1879.
wife, died.

De

doing in the years

During this period, it will be remembered. Emily, hi. first

;'ct-m.ore himseoL' became

f1

Roman Catholic, he studied more intensely

than ea.rlier the traditional mystioal writers, and he made a memorable pilgrimage te> LOUl'd...

Also during the.e years, &nily Honoria, hi. favorite daughter,

entered the convent.

-

In ool1tent and intention, the Eros sequenoe is the high point of Patmore's

!h! Angel

poetical careero

~~

House, while concerned with God and hie re-

lations with m.n. was prilll&rlly concerned with human love preparing tor, and
The Unknown
much more directly concerned
with God's speoial a.nd ordinary contact with men.
within, the married .tate.

ErOIl

is

BOw doe8 Patmore treat this subject? The question 1s best answered

bf

referring to the matter of the ode. themselves, their arrangement, and the thE!lrlle
of the .equence.

FrederiCK Page maintains that the group of poems is a mere

"medley" united at best by the very general subjeot of the soul t • "seclusion
with God. tt3

Hi. thesis is that the ~ sequence is composed ot two set" of

poems eaoh originally
fragment that

1ntende~

Patmor~ W8.10

the Angel poem••

for two long poetic works.

One 19t 'WOuld be the

nt.'v<.:3r able to form into the projeoted oonolusion to

!!! Angel..!!. .!!!!. Bouse

and

!!!!

Victorie •

.2!!e!!.

This third

part of the uncompleted trilogy .... 8 to troat of the tranlcendental happiness
that C01ll.ell to lovers in the life after death.

The second 8et (actually, jUlt

-

one po_ in the Eros sequenoe) was one of the tfIW poems whioh Patmore managed to
write as part of his intended sequence of poems to the Blessed Virgin, who
3
Page, Patmore •

.!

Stu~ ~ Poetry. pp. 107, 119.

10
embodied perfeotly in her divine maternity, virginity, and love of God all that
Patmore held dearest in life.

He abandoned this work as beyond hilS powers after

wears of preparation. 4
Eoh~ing

Pagels words about the soul's "seolusion with God." but going

farther, Terenoe L. Connolly, S.J., aeea an organio unity in the arrangement of
the odes as Patmore finally published them. 5 Taking his hint, as it were, from

----- -

- - .................... -----

the 8ub-ti tIe of the sequenoe, Deliciae Meae Esse cum Filiis Hominum (Prov. viii.

....

31), Connolly judges that the tollowing order is present.

Book One (twenty-

tour poems) deals with nature as a symbol of human love, with human love itselt
in its aadnesses and in its delights, with political affairs as the test of
~'8

love for his fellow men, with philosophical speoulation on man's social

relationships, and finally with odes of spiritual preparation which introduoe
the purgation neoessary for oontemplative union with God.

Book Two (eighteen

poems) deals direotly with the union just mentioned in the Psyohe odes under the
symbol of marriage or betrothal, treats th:, pod tion of the Churoh as guardian
of the dootrine and graoe neoessary for achieving this union wi th God, and
finally, in "The Child's

Purc~8o,

'" appeals to the Blessed Virgin who embodies

the spiritual marriage of God with His creature most perfectly.
Connolly's analysis seems forced partioularly in the matter of the vituperative politioal odes.

Nevertheless, J. C. Reid, who is balanced in all

judgments involving Patmore
:th~

e~d,

in faet, leans to the oritioa1 rather than to

r,"vorable decision. a.grees with Connolly.

"Ibid •• 144.

5Connolly, pp. 151-153.

:Reid's own analysis agrees with

11

~onnolly' s in insisting on the organic un1 ty of the sequenoe. 6
From this sequence of poams, "Psyohe's Discontent" and "The Child's Purchase" have been seleoted for detailed explioation.
number fourteen and number seventeen respeotively.

Both are from Book Two,
The tormer is one of the

three "Psyche" poems which as a group are among the more famous of the
poems.

~

These are done in dialogue form and deal most explicitly with the

nuptial imagery that Patmore employed as a symbol of the union of God with the
indi vidual soul.

Sinoe the ideas and the symbol of these poems are the apex,

as it were, of the sequence, one of them is certainly worthy of investigation.
The seoond poem is really a prayer to the Blessed Virgin. the poem that Page
thinks would have been the proem to Patmore's intended work on the marriage of
the Virgin and the Inoarnation.?

6Reid, p. 300.
?The text of the poems will be from Frederiok Page, ed.,

Covent~ Patmore (London, 1949).

..!!'!! Poems .2!

PSYCHE'S DISCONTENT
'Enough, enough, ambrosial plumed Eoyl
My bosom is aweary of tb1 breath.

Thou kissest joy
To dee.th.
Have pity of 1lr¥ clay-,!:!.onceived birth
And maiden' 8 simple mood,
Whi oh longs for ether and intin1 tude,
As thou, betng God, crav'st littleness and earth'
Thou art immortal, ;:;hou canst ever toy,
Nor savour le.s
The aveets ot thine eternal childishness,
And bOla thy godhead bright in tar employ.
Me, to ;!~J.tf,;l other oustom life-inured,
Ah, loose from th7 caress.
'Tis not to be endured'
Undo thine arms and let me see the ISley,
By th1a infatuating flame obsoured.
0, I should feel thee nearer to my heart
I t thou and I
Shone eaoh to eaoh respondently apart,
Like stars which one the otr.t"'r trembling spy,
Distinct and lucid in extremes of air.
0, hear me pray --.'
'Be ~rudent in tb1 E!ayer'
A God is bond to her who is wholly his,
And, should she ask amiss,
He may not her beseeohed harm. deny.'
'Not yet, not yet1
'Tis still high day, and half my toil'. to do.
How can I toil, if thus thou dost retl8W'
Toil's guerdon, which the daytime .hou1d forget?
The long, long night, when nona can work for fear,
Sweet fear-inoessantly oonsummated,
-My most divinely Dear,
My Joy, my Dread,Will .oon be here'
Not, Erol, yeti
I aak, for Day, the use whioh 1s the Wife's.
To btar, apart trom thy delight and thee,
The tardel coarse of customary life's
Exes ed-illg injueundi ty;12
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Leave me awhile, that I may shew thee clear
How Godde8l-l1ke tlv love has lifted me,
How, seeming;-lone upon the e;aunt. lone shore,
I'll trust thee near,
When thou'rt, to knowled[;;e of my heart, no more
Than a dream's heed
Of lost joy tracFd in Rcent of the s~-weed'
Leave me to pluck the incomparable flower
Of' frailty lion-like fighting in thy name and power;
To iiiake thee laugh, iii tlv safe heaven, to see
Wi th what grip fell
I'll oling to hope when life draws hard to hell.
Yea, oleave to thee when me thou seem'st to slay,
Haply, at olose of some most oruel day,
To find myself' in thy reveal'd A~S clasptd,
Just when I 88.Y,
~fy feet have slipptd at 1a.stl
But, 10, while thu8 I ,tore toil's slow inorease,
To be my dower, in .£..at!ence and in 2:ea09,
Thou oom*st, like bOlt from blue, invisibly,
With premonition none nor a~ sign,
And, at a gasp, no ohoTce nor fault of mine,
Possesetd ! am with thee
Evfn as a '!ponge is by a .!urge of the ,!eat t
'Thus irresistibly by Love embraced
Is she who boasts her more than mortal ohaste,'
tFind'st thou me worthy, then. by day and night,
But of this fond indignit.Y, delight?'
. 'Little. bold-Femininity, That darest blame Heaven, what would'st thou have or be?'
.Shall It the gnat, which danoes in thy ray,
Dare to be reverent? Therefore dare I say,
T can.not ~ue8S the ""ood that I desire,
But this I know, I spurn the gifts whieh Hell
Can mock till whioh Is which 'tis hard to tell.
I love thee, GOd, yea, and -twas suoh assault
As this whioh made me thlneJ if that be f'aultJ
But I, thy W~stres8, merit should thine ire
If' aught SO-little, t"'Mtndtory and low
As this whieh made me thine
Should hold me so.'
'Little to thee, my Psyohe, is this, but much to me''Ah, if, my God, that bel'
'Yea, Palate nne,
That alaim'st for 1lhy l?roud cup the .E,9arl of .:eri,,:"1,
And 8corn'st th~ wine,
Acoept the ~eet, and say 'tis saorifice!
Sleep, Centre to the tempest of-my love,
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.And dream thereof.
And keep the smile wIli oh sleeps wi thin thy face
Like ~unny eve in some forgotten place"

90

CHAPTER III

"PSYCHE'S DISCONT'F:NT"
Analysis
The ninety line poem, "Psyche's Discontent," 1s the fourteenth in the
second book oj' the

!!:.2! sequenoe.

Kore important for purposes of understanding

and evaluation is the fact that it is the third of the so-called "Psyche" poems,
namely, "Eros and Psyche," "De Nntura Deorum." and the present one; poem$
twelve, thirteen, and fourteen in the sequer.ce.

The three are grouped together

because of the oommon oharaoter Psyohe, that is, the soul, end because of the
oOl'lll'lOn theme.
That theme is this,

the direct contf.ll.ct of God with the indi viduRl soul

under the marriage symbol in the climax of Christian
not make itself known to one unfElll'lll1a.r with

lov~.

:ra.tmor~t;3

Such a theme does

work by a !:lara exami-

nation of the title, since he :,"ses the oharactsrs from pagan mythology to stand
for the human soul and God.
man.

Psyche, as has been said, represents the soul ot

She did the same for the Greeks and Romans.

more complicated as a symbol.

Eros, on the other hand, 1s

For contemporary man, he represents sensual love.

Hence the word erotic. The Oxford Classical Dictlonar,y, however, recalls a
legend of Eros made popular ':1y Hesiod in which Eros is not at all the cupid of
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later time. but an old god, as old as Tartarus, who holds "contrasts together."l

From what is known of Patmore's interest in the duality per'ftding

the universe it is likely that he had Resiod's version in mind.

Apuleiua later

tells a story ot Eros and Psyche that shows affinity with the modern notion of
the twocharaotere. 2

In!!!! Golden!!!._

Apuleius treats the two

8.S

lovers, Eroe

being divine, Psyohe} mortal.

Psyche is visited only at night by the god and

is ordered not to look at him.

She violates the command and when Eros dis-

covers her disobedienoe, he departs from her.

Only aiter many trial. on her

part, does Eros, who really never oeased loving her, make her his wife.
pOEllllJ

under disoussion, Eros the unitive foroe and Eros the lover blend.

In the
It 18.

therefore, the complexus of tradition associated with Eros alone end Eros and
Psyche taken together that Patmore utilizes as hie symbols of God and the human
soul. 3
The first of these three poems, "Eros and Psyohe," I18.rratea the betrothal
of the two lovers, the union being, to repeat onoe more, a symbol of the
marriage of God with the soul.

In "De Natura Deorum" Psyche discusses with the

pythoness (Greek priestess) the nature of the God to whom she is betrothed and

hEr."

tt

Gxtord Ch;_Gsioal .~:!. ctiOD8.ry, ed., M. Carey (Oxford, 1949), p. 338.

2;tuoiug Apuleius, ~ Golden!!!.. trana., Robert Graves (New York, 1954),
pp. 81=1.30.
3Father Connolly suggests a more direot source without in any way denying
the validity of what has been said above. Patmore was familiar with a translation of Robert W'e.:t'ingts Amoria Affigies, whioh dates from 1648. In the translation there is the following passagea "But, 0 Cupid, the least ot Gods, and
greatest of Deities, I should think it less than your Deserts (if yet there
could be anything greater) that you are Deittd by those bold Philosophers the
Poets. You have the Property of a God, to be unknown, and receive Homage from
men." -- Connolly, p. 149.

L
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[what her reaction to him. should be.

In

the third poem, Psyche confesses to God

her realilation that her love for Him must show itself not merely in the delight
which she reoeives from His pbysicel embrace, i.e., from His indwelling, but
in 80mething more.
The poEm starts in the middle of things.

It 1t is not read in the "Psyche"

sequence, this opening is puzzling sinoe the speaker 1s not identified by name
until the last lines.

Despite the absence of a name, however, what the speaker

desires is obvious enough.

She wants her lover to break that embraoe in which

he now holds her because the very contact is surfeiting her pleasure
(lines 3-4). Arter the long, introductory pleas by Psyche, the poem becomes a
dialogue between Psyche and Eros, the latter being rather chary of words until
the end of the poem.

The fomer, following up her opening request, makes the

point that their love would be better felt if they were apart, t.e., physically
apart, but Eros' embraoing of his beloved has been commencing even during the
day itself, a time whioh, according to Psyche's long speeoh -- to line 65 -should be given over to the humdrum of human

e~stence.

In other worda, Psyche

ie suffering feelings of guilt about the pleasure she ia receiving from theee
love-making Visits of Eros.
indignity of being delighted.

She asks herself if she is worthy only of the
After 80me explanation by Psyohe of what she hal

meant by the last question, Eros quietly tells her that she should be willing to
acoept what he gives, whether it be sweet or bitter.
It is apparent by line 7 that the female speaker is not concerned merely
with a physical Burfeit, for there she qualifies her own "simplioity" by
stating that it, i.e., her simplioity, longs for "ether and infinitude." Then
in the long appeal in which she asks to be allowed to spend 80me time in
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ordinary human activities, apart tJtom her lover's embrace, Psyche again obvioudy leav88 the pagan world ot god..man relations tor a more Christian one when
ahe protests her desire to shaw herself God-like in ordinary activities
(line 43).

Then, 8£"t,:;1'"

t\

smiling '!.dmonitlon from Eros whioh includes use of the

primarily Christian terms ohaste and heaven, Psyche proceeds to ask that she be
given so.ething bOtd.des mere dt91ight, a pleasure ot the lowest order. by which
she will be able to prove the real qual! ty of her love.
:'.'

PanphJ"as. of this kind does not C':J:-plain the poem as a whol., it is truea
but it pnvides a beginning.

At this point, it would normally be adfttltageou&

to examine more 0108ely the struoture of the poem, its plan, and 80 on. Because

of the reliQnoe of this poem on allusion, however, it will be more profitable to
postpone that endeawr for a fflfr page. and to devote 80me time to repeat the
basio symbols and then to amp1ity lome ot the allusions.

Unless the symbols and

the allueiGns are understood, the poem seems to be meaningless,
The oomplaining. tema1e element i& referred to as Psyche.

She is named

only late in the poem when she is also called "bold Femininity" (line 10).
oonsoling and aggressive agent. is called "Plumed Ba,y." "God," and

"Eros."

The
The

remara made just above show that there 11 in the poem som.e kind ot inter-play
etween the frankly sensual situation being pictured and
entionedmeaning.
10"f'e.
8

8

deeper, explicitly

In other words, the poem is not dealing only with human

Thus. Ero. is God, the Christian God.

Psyche is the Boul of man, treated

female.

More speolf1oal1y, tne

followlul lines can be amplified.
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'Enough, enough, ambrosial plumed Boy' (1)
The reference is to Eros as a youth. This is a frequent representation of
him. He should not be taken as Cupid, the ohubby, thoughtlel8 matohmaker.
That image of Eros is the produot of later Classioal art, and here it
would be quite ridiculous. Erol i8 "plumed," i.e •• he is wearing a
headdress with a long plume.
Have pity of my clay-conceived birth •• (5)
"Clay-conceived" here means horn of earth. The allusion is to the
Christian account of creation (Gen. ii.7).4
Which longs for ether and infinitude, (7)
"Ether" signifies the higher reaches of the sky, a concrete statement of
infinitude. Here both words indicate the longing that the human soul
has for complete satisfaction and love.
As thou, being God, erav'st littleness and earth, (8)
The reference here is to the Christian God who appears to need and to
enjoy man's oomp&Q1. Patmore would cite the lBoamation.
Ah. loole from

t~r

oaress. (14)

Eros is actually in physical embrace with Payche.
Undo thine arms and let m. s.e the 8ky, (16)
Psyche begs Eros to break his embraoe. Thi. phylical detail is oommon
in the literature of mysticism, since its intimacy and intensity
approximate in some ...y the intimacy and intensity of the mystics'
realization of the presence of God. There is a similar detail in the
poem upon whioh St. John of the Crosl elaborate. in the "Aloent of
Mt. Carmel. "5

4Biblical references will be to the Douay-Rheims version of the bible sinoe
this is the one with which Patmore and the English Catholics were familiar.
5St• John of the Cross, "Ascent ot Mount Carmel,lt The Cor.lete Works ot
St. John ~r the Cross, Doctor of the Churoh, ed. and trans., ~ Allison Peers,
i8w ar.d'}fo"v.-id. (London, 1953'), r;-lo,st:' John's poem reads in part this way.
Upon my tlowery breast,
Kept wholly for himself alone,

•••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••

With his gentle hand he wounded my neok
and caused
all my senses to be suspended (stanlas 6 and 7)
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Whether or not there is question of intercourse here 1s another matter.
In the poem "Eros and Psyche" there is question only of betrothal, and
Ps.rohe speaks of her virginity (line 35). The "logic" of the s.ymool
demands that intercourse be assumed.
God Is bond to her who is wholly his, (25)
God has to do what the beloved wants. This 1dea. is a reference again to
st. John of the Crosl and others who speak of God's obligating Himself
to His specially loved creatures. 6

tTil still high day, and half my toil'. to do. (29)
"Toll" refer8 to ordinar,y 11fe in whloh the soul does not have these
special visitations trom God.
How can I toil, If thus thou dOlt renew
Toil's guerdon, which the daytime should forget? (30-31)

The "guerdon" 1s a reward, 1.e., the embrace, God's love-making whiah comes
as a reward for surrender to Him.
The long, long night, when :aone can work tor fear, (32)
The allusion here is to the mysticts "dark night of the soul." In it all
the faculties ot the loul give way to taith by which the soul contacts God.
This state is called "night" beoause in it the faoulties lose their
ability to operate, al It were. In this night, then, Psyche tears the
approach ot her lover, even though he is her delight, since the aot of
faith is something difficult to make. St. John's poem mentioned above
assumes a dark nlghtttme when the lover visits her beloved. 7

SSt. John of the Cross, ·Spiritual Canti~le, Second Redaction," in Peers,
"Great i8 the power and importunity of love, since it takes captive
e.nd binds God Himself. Happy the soul that loves, sinoe it holds God a
prisoner, subjected to all that it wllls. for He has this quality that if He be
taken by love, and ·i;a.ken willingly, He will be made to do what is willed of
Him" (Stan~a 31).

II, 343.

7St. John of the Cross, "Asoent of Mo\mt Carmel," Peers, I, 10.
On a dark night,
Kindled in love with yearnings, -- oh.
happy chanee

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
In darkness and seoure, (stanzas 1 and 2)

•

•

••

•

•• •
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Mention of night takes into its soope the Western idea that the night is
the time of the consummation of physical love.
But of this

indigni~y,

delight? (69)

Psyche wants more in her relationship with Ood than mere physical
pleasure, i.e., more than feelings of oonsolation and mystical eostasy.
The contrast that she uses is that of the saints who want 8uffering and
hard tasD by whioh they can make their love for God grow.
But thi8 I know. I spurn the glfts ....hich Hell
Can mock till whioh is whioh 'tis hard to tell. (75-76)
Bsyche mentions here the apparent goods that the devil can use in his
attempt to frustrate the sanctity of a persCD in the illuminative or
unitive ways.
If aught so llttle, transitory and low
As this ....hich made me thine
Should hold me 80.
(81-83)
The point here ie similar to the point of line 69. Psyche fears that she
will anger her beloved if she perseveres in her pure love for him only
enjoying him.
That claim'st tor thy proud cup the pearl of price, (86)
The "oup" is the figurative chalice whioh the Apostl •• John and James ....er.
to drink and the ohalio. that Christ Himself was to drink. The ohalice
refers to a challenge or trial by whioh to gain heavenly glory.
(Matt. xx.20-23; xxvi.39-42)
The "pearl of prioe" alludes to the parable of the pearl. The pr.ciou.
stone, of oourse, is the Kingdom of heaven. Her. this infinite poss.ssion
i8 p.rsonalized by oonsidering 1t as the saint's generosity which causes
him to gain heaven (Atltt. xHi.45.. 46).
Eros r~tnd8 Psyche that she must al.o be willing to aooept the
pleasurable sinoe it is also his will. The individual must b. willing
to act at the sign of God's grao.. It this means divine union, the union
should be aooepted eag.rly.
Symbols and allusions located, it will now b••asier to form an over-all
picture of the poem.
It has

alrea~

been obs.rved that the poem is a dialogue.

oharaot.ristios also of drama.

It has the

The two parties oonverse throughoutJ th.re 1s no
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commentary, no description.
oontrasts with her.

Psyohe is restless, worried, conoerned.

Eros

He speaks hardly at all, always calmly, end really breaks

his re.serve onl;y at the end of the poem when he speaks with tenderness and
authorit,y to oalm Psyohe.
The logical divisions, almost aots, can be fixed, although when reading
Patmore t , odel, one does not usually notioe divisions or seotions.

Most of the

odes have a kind ot movement and thought pattern that drives the reader or
hearer trom beginning to end without pause.

Despite suoh a oontinuous forward

movement, however, the first twenty-three lines, Psyohe's introductory appeal,

can be said to constitute the first ftact" of the poem.

Here her request is the

most overtly emotional one that she makes .. but not necessarily the most powerful one.
Thou kissest joy
To death.
Undo thine arms and let me see the sky
0, hear me pray -

(3,4,16,23)
In a word. she merely enuntiates her anxiety.

She does not attempt a careful

analysis of it.
The second seetion of the poem starts at line twenty eight and proceeds to
the end ot Psyche's long promise and prayer and Eros' two-line reply. line
sixty seven.

Here Psyohe collects herselt 8omewhat.

She employs direct address

!Words ot endearment, and. most significant, emotional but rhetorical repetition to persuade God to make a compromise with her by allowing her to spend
the day doing what is the wite fa work,

To bear, apllLrt trom. thJ delight and thee.
The tardel ooarse ot oustomar"¥ lite'.
ExOHd1nt; injuoundlty. (39-41)
F~

line.

to~

four to flft,r eight. Psyche uses a ser1es ot oumulating tmagee

to impress on her lover what great fal1ih and hope ahe will show in hi. love.
Eros t EU18Wer 1s .tll1 brief -

two line8 in whioh he .8.ys that she is being re-

warded 1n thia pl1¥slcal 1D.t1maoy tor her being more chaste alre&dy than ord1-

nary mortals. 1.e•• for being more pure in apirit.
Psyche's reply

t~ ~~.

last point, lines

81~

ally tntrodut..l<;;.ls the third and tinal part ot the

eight and sixty nine, aotu-

po_.

Bere Psyche'. answer

show. that she has gained eva more oontidence and can now pinpoint much mol'.
e~lto~tly

the real cause of her "di.oontent."

She conte•• es that she 41.-

trust. the situation wh....by she 11 treated 1a such a way that pl.sure. he...
11terally

p~slO&l

her God.

Suoh .. gitt

plealure, 1s the only relationship between her and her love,
&s

thi. 'he tears since the devil can use it, just ..s

easily ... God Himself (line, .eventy fIve and seventy six).

t~reover,

continues, thia ephemeral delight whioh ahe 18 taking now is

10

Psyche

slight a thing

objectively apeakiDg that 'he oannot imagine it holding God to herselt.

This

"'I/eroy rational statement of' her case finally evokes a lerlgthy response from Eros
"hi oh ooncludes the poem.

One lUi gh't suspect 'Wla t Psyohe'. being the pzootagonilt

thus tar woula. have e;iven her the tinal word.

In dealing w1:th God, however, on.

cannot &newer the e&lm strength ot Hi. d.01I1ion., nor aan anyone go beyond wbA t
is implioit in Hi, tinal assuranoe, namely, that Psyohe should accept the 8Weet,
i.e., the

pl_.;>-~re

of' this present union. simply b .... u•• it is m.s will.

It is thi. struoture, this gradual movaent from oontusion to rel..tift
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oa.lm that gives the poem its unity.

T~'\.ere

are other faotors contributing to

e oneness of its impression whioh shall be seen presently, but the very plan
f the poem has to be remembered as playing its part silently but effectively.
he movement from oonfusion to oalm helps the reader interpret the soul's
discontent and to see the significanoe of that disoontent.

All ninety lines are

conoerned with one problem; one theme 1s developed in one situation.
all of Psyohe's lines

se~e

Paradox end contrast

In

a word,

to prepare the reader for God's final words.

alBO

enter into the struoture of the poem.

A first

reading rarely disoloses these two related characteristios) but throughout the
entire poem. contrasting imagery, phrasing, and words are employed
that the resulting paradox and oontrast deserve detailed stuqy.

80

notably

The following

pages oontain a rather oomplete analysis ot thi. aspeot (:,' the poem. Following
the analysis a

rew

remarks will be _de about th$ i'l.lD.otion of this consoious

devioe.
Kisseet joy
To death. (3-4)
A trite image, but one that gete wb&.t vividness it has from the "life"
whioh "kissest" implies and oonnotes when juxtaposed' with the implioations
of "death."

And maiden's simple mood,
Whioh longs for ether and infinitude, (6-7)
A "simple" maiden is not usually pictured as desiring inf1:l,;y. 'l'hus,
there is a contrast wi thin the concepts employed. In addition, the
relative olause here stands in oontrast to God's "toying" with the earth,
aoting the child (line 8).
Like stars which one the other trembling spy,
Distinot and luoid in extremes of air. (21-22)

.

Patmore here has Psyohe say that she would feel oloser to Eros, if she
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were physically farther away from him -- a paradox •
.A God is bond to her who is wholly h1a,

And, should she ask amiss,
He may not her beseeched harm deny. (25-21)
Here the paradox is implicit. God is bound to a mortal, a ·,aradoxical
thought in itself, even to the extent of giving an evil it the mortal
wishes it,
SWeet fear incessantly oonsummated,
MOst divinely Dear,
My Joy, my Lread, (33-35)

MY

An obvious attempt at contrast even though the expression. are stereotyped.

I'll trust thee near,
When thou'rt, to knowledge ot m'y heart, no more
Than a dream's heed
Of lost joy track'd in scent of the sea-weedl (44-48)
In this case the poet makes the oontrast explioit for her piotures a "nearne ..8" whioh 1. extremely powerful in i tselt but quite eluSive. .
Leave me to pluok the incomparable flower
Of frailty lion-llke fighting in thy name and powerJ
(49-50)
"Frailty" and "lion-like"
implioit in the phrase.

juxtaposed to heighten the contrast already

To find myself in thy reveal'd arms clasp'd,
Just when ,I say,
My feet have slipp'd at lastl {56-58}
The piotures resulting from "olasp'd" e.nd "sl1pp'd" are antithetical.
But of this tond indignity, delight? (69)
Normally "indignity" and "delight" are not employed as appositives.
Little, bold Femininity,
That darest blame Heaven, what would' st thou have or be?
(70-11)

There is a subdued contrast involving "11 ttle" and "bold. ft "Femlnini ty"
otfsets "bold" since the fbrmer oonnotes meekness, dependenoe,

l
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In this poem, it will be remembered "femininity" represents the passive
element in man's relation with God. A In the I.ooad line of those just
quoted above. Psyche is asked if she "dares" to "blame" heaven.

Shall I, the gnat, which danoes in thy ray,
Dare to be reveront1 (72-73)
"The gnat" constitutes a "metaphysical conceit." T!us too involves
contrast 1:>y striving for an effeot from the juxtaposing of the petty and
the sacred.
Acoept the wweet,

wid

say 'tis saorifioe (88)

This paradox has already been mentioned. For those advancing in the
spiritual 11fe sutfering is tile d*,s1deratum. Sweetness then will be
acoepted against the will of the-;YstIo, as it were. Thus, the need for
saorifioe.
That there is use of contrast and paradox should now be apparent.
what its value is, however. may not be so apparent.
~de

a basis for judging the device.

Just

The following remarks pro-

First, the effect of the contrast and

paradox is deoidedly intellectual for the simple reason that both oharacteristio.
primarily to the mind of the reader.

~ppeal
~his
~f

Secondly,! and more specifically,

tone-setting device, if it ms.y be so styled, aocords with the whole context

the poem.

The paradox and oontrast, therefore, become a baokground tor the

that the poem itselt

~8tery

fiimself to man.
~ramatic

i~

treating, namely, the mystery of God's giving

This truth is i tlSelf paradoxioal.

From the viewpoint of the

structure of the poem, the paradox and contrast amplify the different

~tates

of mind of the disappointed Psyche and the peaoeful Eros.

~ffeot

can be explained thus.

~ries

This seoond

Eros is unruffled, and, as a matter of fact,

to put the entire matter in a humorous vein when he says

8Coventry Patmore. "Homo." The Rod, the Root and the Flower, ed., Derek
Patmore (London, 1951), paras. Xandn, W. 'i'ii; 120.-

L
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Little, bold Femininity,
That darest blame Heaven, what would'st thou have or be?
(10-71)
As

Patmore seems to understand the relationship, then, God Himself 1s sharply

iaware of the inequality that exists between Himself Bnd mankind. yet He wants to
continue giving His love.

A similar appreoiation of the funotion of the oon-

trast and paradox oan be gotten. from Psyohe's point of view, by remembering
that her disoontent is an uneasiness that comes -- paradoxically -- from her
possessing too magnifioent a good. one whioh is so wonderful that it frightens
her.

From these points it oan be oonoluded that the devioe in question in no

way harms the unity of impression of the poetic struoture.

As a lIIBtter of faot.

it emphasizes the basic simplioity of the dramatio structure by providing a
ibaokground for that simplicity.
The preceding pages have sketched the over-all plan of the poem, given a
rather detailed aooount of the allusions sought, and called attention to
contrasting imagery and phrasing.

To eliminate any possibility ot ambiguity

whioh might develop because of contused or contusing sentenaes, a word of alariflaatlon will be appropriate here.

In the short ohart which

syntaotical obscurities will be explained.

foll~~s

some

After the chart, the question of

imagery in the poem can be tak<m up.
Me, to quite other ,custom life-inured,
Ah, loose tram thy caress, (13-14)

"Me" must be taken as the direot objeot ot "loose."
The long, long night, when none can work for tear,
SWeet fear incessantly oonsummated,
My most diTinely Dear,
. . Joy f my Dr",f.:d.,
Will soon be here' (32-36)
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"Long, long night" is the subjeot ot "will soon be her."(36).
To make the. laugh, in tIv sat. h.aven, to se.,. (51)
Understand Leave m. "to make thee laugh •• ft Unless this tmp.rative is
carried over from-rine forty nine, the sense beoomes unintelligible.
To find myselt in thy reveal'd arms clasptd (56)
Again understand Leav. me ftto find myselt •• ft This 1s the only way to
account for the expl1oit;infinitive of the line and to keep the spirit of
the lines. otherwise, the phrase must be oonsidered a clumsy appositive.
Is ahe who boasts her mar. than mortal chaste' (67)
"Her" is equivalent to "herself."
But of this fond indignity, delight? (69)
"Delight" is an appoal ti ve here, not r,

yooat:iv'~.

I love thee, GodJ yea. and 'twas such assault
Ae thil which made me thineJ if that be fault) (77-78)
"If that be fault" must refer to the "aua'llt," i •••• it the assault by
God and her oapitulation to that assault were faults, she will not worry
about that taot or those faots now. She i, oonoerned with something else,
i:e., the matter of lines eighty to eighty two.
Since a poem is aotually.2 thing and its "parts" blend and overlap one
another. m.ntion of the prinoipal imagery of the poem has already been made in
discussing the plan of "Psyohe', s Disoontent."
Patmore oonvey the real nac.ning
themselves?

',',!,

For with what other pioture doe8

the poem than with that ot Psyoh. and Eros

The very situation dramatized is in itself a pioture designed to

it'11part to the reader or hearer a truth ot a higher order.
ut it .:.. lIot

80

So muoh is obvious J

obvious that Patmore here makes a strenuous demand on his

reader.

This latter must beoome aware that the poet is moving baok and forth

from the

~th.

i.e., from the concrete

8t~"7

ot the mortal and the god, to the
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idea of God'. wooing the soul in the Christian mystical life.

This latter is

oompletely different from the ideas involved in the pagan myth, and yet this
oontrast or disparity does not demand that the two notions cannot or should not

Ibe used together.

In faot. the daring that Patmore reveals in making the

synthesis of the pagan and Christian elements creates interest in the poem. 9
This can be summarized briefly in the language of literary criticism by saying
that the basic ima€;ery of the poem is a fit vehicle for the concept involved.
A question immediately

follo~

basically oaptivating imagery?
Should he?

this judgment: how well does Patmore use thi

roes he individualize the two participants?

If they are left vague. is their vagueness effect! ve?

Does hi s

language -- individual words and phrases -- give the poem a direct appeal to the
senses and the emotions of the reader?
an inquiry into the imagery of the poem.

All suoh questions are fundamentally
They will be discussed in the

following paragraphs.
As oentral images Psyche and Eros contribute to the strong unity of the
poem, sinoe they are present throughout and oontinuously treat of the same topio
Yet there se8mS to have been little intention to personalize Eros.

He speaks

little, and 'What he does say. until the last section of the poem, are general
truths of the asoetic-mystic life
'Be prudent in thy prayer'
A God is bond to her who is wholly his, (24-25)
Psyohe, the more important
concerned develops more.

-

~f

the two characters as far as the poem is

The three logical -pha.ees of the poem mark changes from

9Ibid., "Knowledge and Soienoe," paras. XXVII and XllV, 88, 98.
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the wildly emotional to the articulate and the oontrolled, from mere fear to
valid disoontent coming from a clear vision of her problem.

In the final

section, she even makes an attempt at humor
Shall I, the gnat, whioh danoes in thy ray,
Dare to be reverent? (72-73)
The changes in Psyche's charaoter, partioularly the sensitivity shown in the
second seotion and the insight shawn in the third seotion, oombine to give her
a personality, an individuality.

True, it can never be forgotten that she i8

a symbol. she is always "femininity" and "humenity."
soults problems.

Her problems are the

Nevertheless, she is also an individual.

Any lack of individualtty whioh Psyohe suffers arises partially from the
nature of the ooncept behind her oharaoter.

There is another reason, however,

whioh flows from the fact that the poet's insight and skill could have worked
differently.
~hi oh,

This seoond reason is thisl the image-making words and phrases

?atmore employed to put forth the oentral imagery are extremely reserved

and generally weak.

They are very weak by the standards of Hopkins and the

moderns, but perhaps not so weak if the Viotorian tradition is kept in mind.

A short, incomplete chart of the image words folloW8.
evidenoe by which to judge the indiotment just made.

It supplies the

To show Patmore's rather

limited sense appeal, the sense to which the word or phrase quoted refers is
included in the remarks to the right.
Ambrosial plumed (1)

A cloudy image, also unpleasant
sounding (sight)

Do,som (2)

~ntiquarianJ

poetically weak

(sight)
Thou kissest joy
To death. (3-4)

Trite (sight and touch)
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Strong image chiefly because of
the alliteration (sight and touch)
ether (7)

Weak, traditional word
( quad-light)

toy (9)

(sight)

sweets (11)

Commonplaoe word (sight and taste)

bright (12)

Commonplace (sigh't)

careSlll (14 )

Conorete (touch)

infatuating flames (17)

Imaginal qual! ty of the pbras e
weakened by the intellec'tuallty
of 'the adjective (sight)

shone (19)

(sigh't)

trembling (21)

(sight)

extremes (22)

Vague word, lacks life (sight)

high-day (29)

rather ordinary (sight)

guerdon (31)

(sight)

long, long nlgh't

Commonplaoe image but the phrasing
here evokea a oertain emotive
quality (sight-sound)

tardel (41)

An arohaic word which gets what

strongth it has tr'~ association
would i't rdels bear" tram
Uamlet's solllo(~~~- (Ham.III.i.76).
The lIOrd sign!t!.ea a burden.
(sight)

Wi th "who

gaunt, lone shore (44)

The vovrels here, as in "long, long
night" (32), give a feeling ot
poignancy. (sight)

dreamts heed (47)

The assonance puts life into the
phrase. (sight)

'traoktd (48)

(sight)

lion-llke (50)

Trite image, helped only by the
alliteration. (sight)
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arms claaptd (56)

(sight)

bolt from blue (61)

Trite expression (sight)

sponge (65)

In context gets a oertaiJI. power
from its simpliol~ (~ight)

surge (65)

See above, "sponge." (sight)

the gnat, whioh danoes

In itself a oommonplaoe expression
strengthened by i+.s oontrast to
the oontext (al.!,/'",·;

pea!"l ( 86 )

The word and image is partially
saved by its being a "quasitechnical tel'Jlln from asoetical
thoology. W't&kened, on the other
hand, by being part of an overworked poetio vocabulary. (sight
and touoh)

tempest (89)

Traditional poetic word (sight and
hearing)

smile (91)

(sight)

sleep (91)

(sight and touoh)

Granted that there is injustice done to the poem. by removing words trom.
their context in this way, the faot raain., as most oritios note when reading
Pa1anore, that hi, imagery doea, not always have the high quality that
terizes the struoture and the phrasing of his poems- 10

cL~,:ru,,

Of course, words wh10h

can be ridiouled or 01'1 tioiled are to be found in the vel'S$ ot any poet.

The

problem is not in the words themselves but in the way in whioh they are used,
and th1e explanation applies to Patmore too.

It the lines from which the words

in the ohart have been removed are examined, however, one will see that
Patmore t • handling c'/ the image worda doe. not transform them into vivid,

l~eid, The Mind and Art, p. 305, also, Sir Herbert Read. The True Voioe ot
Feeling, p. 91. -
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emotive pictures.
'With the exception of the early lines, the imaGinal appeal of the poem i8
limited almost completely to the eyes.

In a situation so sensual in itself,

one would expect a more sensuous approach.

Unfortunately, its absence in this

oas. does not strike the reader as a notioeable restraint for moral purposes or
for purposes of taste.

There is just no great strength of image. ooncealed,

implied, or otherwise.

One is reminded here, in oontrast_ of the "Canticle of

Canticles."
More specifically, only tive or six words or phrases can be considered
vivid in their own context.

These have been noted on the chart,

Some words

like "bosom" tttempest, tt "caress," and "pearl It are stock expressions in the
poetic handbook of the nineteenth century,

They require extremely skillful

positioning to bring them alive, .specially for the modern reader.

Soae phrases

l1ke "kisseat joy to death," "lion-like," and "bolt fram blue" are powerless
from long overuse --

~

a word, banal.

their being terms in two vocabularies,
m;ystical tradition.

Such,

fo~

still other words or phrases suffer fram
that of English poetry and that of the

instanoe, are "flame," "night .. " and "pearl,"

In

the mystical tradition this type of word 1s almost jargon, and thereby acoept.ble.

As "poetic" words of the English tradition, thsy

~v.

be0n weakened by

overuse,
The poemts failure in individual word-imagery or phrase imagery should
not lead to the judgment that the poem's imager,y is utterly defective or
lifeless.

A case in point would be the following lines
Thou are imr.Drtal. thou canst ever toy,
Nor savour les8
The sweets of thine eternal ohildishness. (9-11)

Now "sweet." is admittedly an overworked word.
is not at all oheapening or trite.

Yet in the context, its etfect

Coupled with the .!. sound of Itsavour" and

"less, II the phrase "savour less/The peets" forms a delioate, pleasing two-line
unit.

Secondly, some of the imnber,y is undeniably striking.

pioture holds

a~tention

The following

and prompts reflection even if it takes a moment for

clear visualization.
How, seaming lone upon the gaunt, lone shore,
Itll trust thee near,
When thou'rt, to knowledge of rrry heart, no more
Than a dreamt s heed
J£ los~j joy track'd in scent of the sea.-weedJ (44-48)

It takee a moment to adjust the double loss pictured
the "scant" in sea-weed.

hor~:

a dream's losing of

As the picture forms in the imagination, however, the

reader. knowing from personal experience the haziness ot a dream and the ditficulty inherent in tracking in water, feels himself the loneliness that Psyche
is trying to steel herself for.
There are other suocesses too.

Not., for

.XL~ple

But. 10, while thus I store toil's slow increase,
To be my dower, in patienoe and in peace,
Thou comtst, like bolt fr?m blue, invisibly
,With premonition none nor any sign.
And, at a gasp, no choice nor fault of mine,
POlsess'd I am with thee
Evan as a sponge is by a surge of the seal (59-65)
The poor "bolt from blue" doe. not vitiate the.e lines completely.

The

exoellent phrasing. alliteration, and vowel repetition can be passed over temporarily since

th~

will be examined later, and still one notable figure remains,

namely. the aimile of line sixty five.

It can rightly be termed a "metaphysical t

81mile, so reminiscent is it of the metaphysical poets of the seventeenth
century.

The metaphor whioh follows a few lines later belongs also to the metaphysical tradition.

This time it is really a oonoeit.

Shall I, the gnat, which dances in thy ray,
Dare to be reverent? Therefore dare I say, (72-73)
This is a famous Patmorean effort to oatch some of the intimacy and humor that
charaoterises the "disoussion," really prayer, between God and mystios.
people do not like it. othm.s do.

lkny

in context, it fits nicely into the dramatio

development which has been discemed.

At this point in the poem, Psyohe has

gained composure $nough to formulate her

disoonten~

well.

Feeling her inferi-

ority, she bringt 9Ut into the open her feeling of uneasiness and then tries to
gloss it over by tuming to humor.
nor does 1t oheapen God.

In oontext, the remark does not oheapen her,

The da.ring, the seeming flippanoy. give the metaphor

a certain oharm.
Finally. the last lines of the poem deserve comment. Here again the total
effeot of the lines does not result from the imagery alone.
the alliteration polish the image, it is true.

The phrasing and

Nevertheless, in these lines at

lea.st, it is the pioture which ooncretizes the knowledge and assuranoe whioh
Psyohe longs for.
Sleep, Centre to the tempest of ~ love,
And dream thereof,
And keep the smile whioh sleeps within thy face
Like 8lmny eve in some forgotten place' (89-92)
~he

smile that should be present on Psyohe's faoe is not visible because ita

IPresence is ohallenged by her a.pprehension.

Therefore God tells her by means of

Ithe simile that even in hEr worry she is something; delightful to Him.
FtarInS
El.

Her smile

her faoe only slightly, giving it a mild glow, as the evening sun oauses

glow in the yard or park into whioh it slants.

The glow, though slight, is
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nonetheless actual.

Thus the simile closes the problem of the poem, hinting at

a solution but not calling on Psyche to break the oharm ot Eros' assuring words.
The present treatment of the imagery of poem has noted tour points.

Hrst,

the basic image ot the poem is actually the characters themselves since they are
symbols.

Secondly, there is a notable unity in this imagery.

Thirdly, the

vocabulary is inadequate tor vivifying the weak secondary imag.ry.
despt te the

~eaknesses

Fourthly,

considered in the third pOint, there IU'elome strong

similes and metaphors. Th. next consideration will b. the technique ot the poem.
This study will doubtle••

ffIJW pages.

(If,im,,. some of the adverse criticism made in the last

Patmore t s poem has a quiet but persistent Elffect, and it is the

oomplexus of his poetiC d8vioes that aids in achieving that effect.
Patmore called the poems in the Eros sequeno. "irregular odea."

Certainly,

"Psyche's Discontent" is enthu8iastio and exalted verse, directed to a fixed
purpose, and dealing progressively with one dignified theme. ll

Page's comment

that all the odes do not tit the rule of thumb for classifying the poem as an
ode, i •••• they do not all b.gin with ·0," is not a seriou8 difficulty.12
'Moreover, all of the ode8 do not call out solemnly to some god, to the real God,
or to some personified virtue. but neith.r is this a neoes8ary characteristic ot
.
13
the ode as written by Milton and Wordsworth, whom Patmore imitat.d.

11Edmund Gosse, "Ode," Enoyolo~edla Britannica, 11th ed. (London, 1910).
Y:l., 1-2, the artiole in the fourteenth edition is a synopsis of the one noted.

I2Reid , p. 107.

-

13Ibid., 272.
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Some bave said that the odes of the sequence are written in free verse, a
statement hard to

especially sinoe free verse

veri~

~enerally

lacks rhyme.

It

is certainly not true in the present poem, for a short investigation shows the
iambio nature of the lines.

This olaim for an "iambic" measure would not, of

course, satisfy Patmore himself because he maintained that he used his own proso.
dy.

Sinoe, however, the application of his own theory of

pro~ody

does not make

a substantial difference in the literary evaluation ot this poem, the discussion of Patmore's theory has been left for an appendix. 14 The following lines
indicate the feasibility of soanning the poem within traditional patterns.

'"

-I", -1",-

-1",-1"

Have pit,r of my olay-oonceived birth

- I ... -

" - J",

And maiden 1 s simple mood,
u

-1,,-1""

To bear apart from
v

-Jt.I -

r

-'",-Itl

t~

v

The tar el coarse of

delight and thee,

- , ...

-I ... life's
-

ous~omary

v
- t '"
-]"uoundity.
-, '" Exceeding
in

",-I

(5-6)

(39-41)

v-,,,

Posseslld I am with thee

-

'" .",j _

'" I", '" - I

'-I

V

Ev'n as a sponge is by a surge of the sea. (64-65)

~
-I", - , til -I'" -I ... Shall I, the gnat, which danoes in t~ ray,

_

" "I - '" ,'"

- I

v

-, v

-

Dare to be reverent? Therefore dare I say, (72-73)
The iambic dominance is evident from the scansion, but every foot is not iambio.
The anapests of line sixty five are designed to catoh the inward, rising

l4ror practical purposes, Patmore's theory cannot be applied to his own
poems. See appendix.
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movement ot the sea

1.8

it rolla to shore. According to the traditional

scansion. the longest lines have five or six teet

1-

'" - ul-v

I "

v
"I", ... Ot frailty lion-like fighting in thy name and powerJ (50)

'" - Iv

,- " I

,.... - I" -

That darest blame Heaven, what would'at thou have or be? (71)
The shortest Une has one iambic toot
Thou kisseat joy
To death. t'::':-4)

Ten ot the linea ot the pOC!lll Mve two teet, basically iambic.
have three iambic feet to the lin.,.
There is no set rule for
different length.

pr~dicting

Seven of them

The majority have fefllt Qf the same kind.
line length or any sequence of lines ot

From such an irregular sequence it is olear that there is no

stanzaic pattern either.
In itselt the rhythmioal pattern

ordinary.

ot "Psyche's Discontent" is not enN-

What 18 extraordinary, however, is the variation in the number ot

teet used in the lines themselves.

But betore that variation can be discussed

adequately, it il necessary to describe and evaluate th.

r~e,

the alliter-

ation, and the aSBonance of the poem because these three aspects of the poem
are intimately connected with the variation in line length.
R~.

constitutes a most important feature of all Patmore's odes.

J. C.

Reid asoribes a definite function to Patmore'. rhyme, maintaining that the
rqy.me aocounts tor the feel of regularity that the poet achieved in the framework of the "irregular" ode. 15

15Reid, pp. 277-278.
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As an aid to visualizing t he rhyme s cheme ,

detai l e

chart 1s plaoed here.
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this delay was that the

r~

of the poem suggests a clue to the line variation.

Patmore's desire to find the apt rhlme might very well have been what determined
the line length.

Study the following Une., for instance
Nor savour less
The sweets of thine eternal childishness, (10-11)

The first iambic foot of the seoond line could be transferred to the first of
these two lines.

Ms'l;r:'oblly it would make

n~

differenoe, but in

rhyme would lH'oome internal (a device used constantly by
Now

Ge~d

80

doing the

VAnley Hopkins).

it ia preoisely the rhyme of these two lines as they are now constructed,

i.e., end rhyme, which brings the lines together despite the disparity in their
length.

The following lines reveal the same dependenoe on

rhyme in this

j;:u"Ii8.llCO

r~e

although the

is alternate rather than continuous.

Ot I should feel thee nearer to my heart
If thou and I

Shone each to each respondently apart,
Like stara which one the other trembling spy. (18-21)
As Patmore

the memory.
to

.u

t,;';,

vther

n'Ol

t.;data have remarked, one function of rh;yme 1s to help

Here "heart" and "apart- do that. but line twenty has been stopped

more than merely help

th~

memol"1_

Its present arrangement atrelSea the

two pronouns and th8l1 oatches the rhyme with "spy. tt

Line. forty seven and forty

eight show the same tendency to place a rhyme between linea of vastly different
length'and thereby gain emphasis for the imaGe in the line and the phrase
Than a dream's heed
Of lost joy traoktd in soent of the see.-weed (47-48)
It i8 not overstating the case to hold that Patmore's rhyming greatly enhances his poem.

The seeming lrreg<\.ri"i#y of the pattern is enough to keep the

poem from beooming monotonous, while on the other hand the recall and the
couplets produoe a feeling at regularity and unity.

Patmore's method,
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consequently, is a compromise between the un-rhymed and the regularly rhymed.
Patmore alliterated extensively but never so energetioally ash!. friend
Gerard Ma.nl$Y Hopkins, S.J. (The significant alliteration and assonance have
been marked in the typed text of the poem, page twelve.)

The reason for the

extensive use was undoubtedly not only the poet's desire to polish his verse and
to please the ear as muoh as possible but also to help the meter of the poem. IS

Yet the most frequent alliterative device would

hardl~

;0.88

t

.'4'

:JOnsoious effort

if it were not for the very trequency wi th whioh Patmore attempted it.

The

reference is to the two-word initial alliteration which hardly intrudes itself
but does serve as a phrase unitier.

-maiden's limple -mood (6)
Be ;erudent in

t~

R.ra.yer (24)

- -

And should she ask amiss (26)
In ptienoe and in .E.eace (60)

cannot -,uess the 1.ood (14)
In addition

to employing alliteration for euphony and as a unifier of

single lines, Patmore
"rooking" effeot.
~tion8

occasio~lly

alliterates run-on linea to aohieve a

the run-on lines thrust the reader forward, the alliter-

pull him baokward
Nor savour less
The sweets of~hine eternal childishnes8, (10-11)

16eoventry Patmore, "Essay on English Metrioal Law," Poems, 8th Ed.
----(London, 1903), pp. 241-248.
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Leave me to pluck the incomparable flower
Of frailty lion-like fighting in t~ nrune and power. (49-50)

-

In both eDJnples, in

addition to the alliteration understood strictly, the "s"

sound and the "fn sound are respectively repeated.
The finest general alliteration appears in the important last two linesl
And keep the smile whioh sleeps wi thin thy face
Like sunny eve in some forgotten place. (91-92)

-

~he

-

-

seven sounds ot "a" soften the lines and complement the imagery and the

~eter

quite effectively.

lPatmore's favorites.

In fact, such soft-sounding alliterations seem to be

The onl,- "hard"

;"i:

whinh

occurs is "clay-oonoelved"(5).

Assonanoe appears muoh more rarely than al11 teration.
~triv1ng

~1nce

Whether

Patl~re

was

for its euphonic effect 09.:'1llOt be determined from this poem alone.

deoided assonance is infrequent (two examples), he probably was not.

take ad'V8.ntage ot the rhyme
-

effective assonant line is the short "than a dream's heed"(47).
this line was shortened to

'IIi th

One

In context,

the follOWing line,

thus,
Than a dream's heed
Of lost joy track'd in scent of the sea-weedl (47-48)
rhe assonance and the rhyme together unify the image.

The second asaonant line

is

-

-

-

Cleave to thee when me thou seem'st to slay (54)
-..

In conclusion, it can be said ot the alliteration and the assonanoe that both

contribute to the unit" ot impression of the poem and to its finish.
With these prefatory remarks on

r~e,

alliteration, and assonanoe now

pompleted, the matter of the irregular line length can be broached.

Thi8

Peature is invariably the first one obaerved b.Y the reader, espeoially sinoe
vhe lines are printed flush to the left margin rather than indented in. the

traditional ode form.

The question is this.

ls some kind of intelligiblllt,y

present in the arrangement of the line.?
One way to attack the problem of line length in this ode 18 to return to
what has already been observed about its unity.

Patmore, it will be remembered,

esohewed a stanlaio form, probably because he wanted to move his thought :from
beginning to end in the tightest possible form, muoh llke a short story writer.
The rhyme scheme by

1";3

pattern of recall and its emphasizing quality also

heightens the unity of the poem. Why not approach the phrasin6 under this same
aspect,

i.{j~.

under the aspect of the unity of the poem? Perhaps it will be

fruitful.
Since only the effeet

d.si~ed,

the sense, and the rhyme scheme determine

the line length and no arbi trary "form" does so, the poet can lit;erally rush
his hearer or reader along froF.
thought_

be~inninb

to end without too deoided a break 1n

Within the poem itself, he can move the reader alon b untIl he i8

stopped for

III

instant by a long line or by an extraordinerily short one.

For

example,
Enough, enou&h, ambrosial plume<1 Boyt
M,y bosom is aweary of t,tv breath.

Thou kissest joy
To death. (1-4)
~o bekr. apart from t~y delight and thee,
The tardel coarse o~ eustomar.y life',
Exoeeding injuoun~ity. {39-4l)

Little, bold Femininity,
That darest bleJ:le Heaven.. what would'st thou heve or be?
(70-71)

t>n the other hand, the twenty-six run-on lines of the poem stress the tumbling,
~ft

movement of the poem.

Sometimes the run-on lin. is used bet" 'fn shc;'_ :,ad

long lines, sometimes between lines of approximately the same length.
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If thou and I
Shone each tc eaoh respondently apart, (19-20)

Haw can I toil, if thus thou dost renew
Toil'. guerdon, which the daytime should forget? (SO-31)
\Then thou'rt, to knowledge of my heart, no more
Than a dr~ts heed
Of lost joy track'd in scent of the sea-weed, (46-48)
With what grip fell
I'll cling to hope when life draws hard to hell, (52-53)
'Thus irresistibly by Love embraced
Is she who boasts her more than mortal chaste"

(66-67)

it'hen the run-on lines are made of a short Hne followed by a longer line and the

lines also rhyme, the pairs of lines are notably impressive.

The rhy.me-word in

the second line gives emphasis and a sen.e of pause; the run-on with its lack
of break works against the pause, giving both lines a "give and take" charaoter
~'(hioh

~ords,

is similar to the "rocking" effect mentioned on page forty two.

In other

the variation in line length supplies a "feeling" of antithesis; the run-

pn lines provide movement while the rhyme establishes a pause-06.using rhythm

~thin the poem itself. 17 From these three, i.e., from the variation tn line
length, run-on lines,

an~

rhyme, a proportion develops which underlies the

pleasant harmony that the reader perceives.

17J • C. Reid points out tl~t in many poems of the Eros sequenoe Fatmore
,,"coentuates the un! ty of impression by using a minimum number at sentence.
~hioh are developed to maximum length., p. 280.
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Psyche's second request exemplifies well the

~~lue

of the shortened line,

evan when there i l no reliance on the rtm-on line.
But. 10, while thus I store toil's slow increase
To be my dower, in patienoe and in peaoe,
Thou com'st, like bolt from blue, invisibly,
With premonition none nor any sign.
hnd, at a gasp, no choice nor fault of mine,
PosseBsld I am with thee
Evtn as a sponge is by a surge of the seaJ (59-63)
There is a swelling dignity here which is capped by leaving the most important
verse of the section only three iambic feet and then following the short line
:Jy~he

anapests of verse sixty three.

There is a similar 81 tuation at the end

of the poem.
'Sleep, Centre "to the tempest of rrt¥ love,
And dream thereof.
And keep the smile whioh sleeps within thy face
Like sunny eve in some forgotten placeS' (89-92)
The verse of two feet sets up the pair of five-feet lines that follow.

These

in turn satisfaotorily oonolude the ode, the rhyme and the equality of line

length produoing a sense of completion.
Although the phrasing and the technique of the poem fortify the otherwise
drab i_gery with some life and a subtle strength, Patmore cannot be judged an
unqualified sucoess in this matter.

Ocoasionally his phrasing is olumsy and his

diotion faulty.
The most glaring failure in phrasing ocours in the first line ot "Psyche"
Discontent."
Enough, enough, ambrosial plumed Boy' (1)
"Ambrosial plumed" simply does not satisfy. the two words do not go together,
the banality of the picture remaining unconsidered for the moment.

The vowel
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·hodge-podge" 'Which results tram the juxtaposing of the two words stumble. and
)ffands the tongue.

Some later lines have similar but not so glaring defeota.
And, Should she ask amiss,
Re may not her beseeohed harm deny. (26-21)

irhe olumsy monosyllables of the first half of verse twenty seven takeln in
ponjunotion with the equally clumsy "beseeohed" ruin this line.

The following

ines tail also.
The long, long night when none can work for fear,
Sweet fear inoessantly oonsummated,
My mo s t d.i vinely Dear.
My Joy, rq Dread,
Will soon be here' (32-36)
rhe long separation of subject and objeot does not seem justified here.
~he

appositive of 1188 thirty three obfuscate. rather than clarifies.

Thus,
Moreover.

t starts a train of rather rhetorical thought in the apeaker Psyohe whioh
pyokes the antithetioal "Joy" and "Dread."
j)n the ground that PatmorlJ
IDotional state of Psyche.
~d

,,_$

These last words might be defended

t!"Ying to rev_l the intense and highly oonfused

Although thi. motive 1a worthwhile. the words used

their position do not produoe that effect without a large admixture ot

~entimenta.lity.

The diction of the ode is likewise weak. (Diction and secondary imagery are,
~f

course. olosely related.

Failure in one means failure in the other.)

Too

~uoh of what Patmore brings to hi. work ia stock from. an old poetic storehouse. H
Phis detect in diotion tram over-dependence on the "traditional" poetio vooab-

uary

i. most aoute in the early line. of the ode I

t1

Bosom • • • aw_ry • • •

preath • • • ambrosial." "Aweary" surely does not tit the passion of the moment

.8
that Patmore is desoribing, the :l.mage 18 supposed to be one of intimate physical
embrace.
The diotion is injUJ"ious to the total effeot of the po_ in a second senee,
for quite otten the vocabulary either laoks imagination or has too intellectual
a quality.

For instance,
As thou, being God, orav·st littlenes8 and earth' (8)
Sweet. of thine eternal oilildilhneaa (11)
And hold thy godh~d b~1ght in tar !!ploy (12)

By thie 1nfatuatin£ flame obscured. (17)

Shone each to eaoh respondently apart, (20)
The tardel coarse of customary 11fe'.
Exceedig lnjuounditx;. (40-41)
Leave me to pluok the in09!'P!:rable flower (40)

-

To ake thee laugh,. in thy safe heaven, to aee (51)
Thus irresistlbly by Love embraoed (66)
Taken in the aggregate, suoh diotion doe. not stimulate manta emotions or
senses enough to strengthen the impre.. of the content of the poem on the mind
or in the oonsciousnesa.

It is important to remember that this oriticism ariae.

from an exoess of the.e "intelleotual" worda, beoause in
oases Pat..I')re can and has handled 8uch word. effeoti vely.
also be adduced in Patmore's defenoe.

It 18 thi..

oel'~1n

individual

Another faotor should

suoh word. as "littlene.s,"

"ohildishness," and "femininity" are part of the vooabulary of his lDJstioism.
Their ftgueness, nevertheless, cannot be ad"VantageoUi in poetry.

Con.equently.

final judgment must state that the matter and the ooncept of "Psyohe'.
Disoontent" deserve more than the dryness and vagueness that Patmore', diotion

Connected With, and overlapping, the diction problem is another flaw.

It

18 Patmore's penchant for words wi th an exoesd ve number of vowels in them in

iwtdch

can also be detected a debilitating fondness for Latin derintivesJ thuI,

"childishness" (11), "lDfataatlnC·

ibly'''

(66)tt

(17),

"respondently· (19), and "irresiati-

E.. peoia.lly disturbing are "injucundIty" (41). "incomparable" (49),

"frailty" (50), and "femininity" (70).

These words, a.gain, are not poor in

th«maelvesJ but in their oumulative effect over the course of ninety verses,

they suggest t,le presenoe of a triokery whioh hope. to attraot attention to the
11nel by mere sound not b7 foroe of thought or !age.

The tollowing lines

offend moe t
Leave me to pluck the inoomparable flower
Of frailty lion-like fighting in thy name and power. (49-50)

Find t at thou me worthy, then, by day and night,
But of this fo~d indignity, delight"
'Little, bold Femininity, (68-70)
~he "in sounds in the first example go
~th

to exoess.

the words to vitalize their emotion.

Psyche seems to be playing

The second example's defecte hardly

need comment.
The emotional aspects of a po_ invariably cause difficulties both in the
analystl ot this part of a poem and in the formula.tion of the results of such
study.

Whc the "ripping and outting" begin, the individuality and the deli-

oatene.. ot the po_

escap~

sequenoe 18 no exoeption.

in a putf' of' air.

Patmore's poetry in the Ero.

One rea.on for the elusiveness of the emotional in

"Plycbe-e Diaoontent" is the faot that, paradoxioal as it may seem, Patmore doee
~ot

wish primarily to arouee an emotion.

~a1ght,

Rather, he intends to convey an

ohiefly intellectual, which is mingled with the emotive and the
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sensual.

Now Patmore's chief means for aohieving such an effeot is the unity

of impression with whioh he has endowed his poem.

To 8tre88 the primacy of the

unity ie, of course, to repeat what w!:us implioit in the opening sentence. of thil
!PAragraph.

It is always dangerous to take poems apart too completely.

Herbert Read has made a statemmt that substantiates what has just been
He maintains that a poem's tunotion is not only arousal ot an emotion. 19

said.

The poem is a180 written to convey tmderstanding.
~lid

Now suoh a judgmC!llt .eems

tor "Payehe'. Disoontent." No matter haw intellectual one become. in his

~hil080phy

ot poetry, however, he will neTer stop asking himself. how much ot

the poignancy (to be speoifio) that is inherent in the situation of the poem
has the poet sucoeeded in putting into hi s verses'"
To anewer suoh a question is really to return to what has already been
considered under a variet,y of headings in the preceding pages, tor amotion or
tone reaul ts from the complexus ot structure, iager,., phrasing, diotion, and
so on.
Thus, in Payche's seoond, long speech, the structure, the imagery, and the
phrasing, rhetorical as the.e _y be, produoe aome kind ot eympa thy in the
reader.
dr~

The rep8ti tions trom line forty two to tifty eight are strong.

The

image ot lines forty seven and forty eight torma slowly but once tormed

lingers and color. the re.t of the section.

The "0" Towels ot line forty tour

19
Sir Herbert Read, The l4ee.ni~ of Art (London, 1931), pp. 218-219, quoted
in Robert Wooster stallmn7ed.,
CritIC's Notebook (Minneapolis, 1950),
p. 140, " . . . the real function ot art i. to express tee11ng and. transmit
understanding."

L
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and the repetition

ot "lone" actIvate the reader'. feeltngs
Bow, seeming lone upon the gam1t, lone shore (44)

From here to the end of the request, the lines generally mt>V& 1f1 121 a symphonic

pulsation to the concluding anapests ot the "sponge" simU.e.
Patmore's sensibility tailed hUD. somSlma:t.
six are exaggerated. instea.d

a clUlll8iness in

?atm.OJl'$' S

~t

Even here, however

Thua, lines thirty three to thirty

showing the frenzy 1n PS"]che t s mind, they show

The image ot the l1ne "My feet have

oontrol of words.

slipped at last" (58) doe. not haTe the dignity that the context demands.
ia not a poor image, but it is not foroeful enough.

It

"Bolt from blue" (61)

hinders rather than helps sinoe the stereotyped never captures the poignancy of
a situation or state.
Syntheela
Thil"'b7-fi" pages of tragments, if "fragments" 18 taken literally, are
difficult to retrieveJ the task becomes even more taxing when done figuratively.
As an introduct101D. to the synthesis ing

ot "Psyohe' s Discontent," the following

paragraphs will be an attanpt to elaborate

011

the oonoept10n and the struoture

of Patmor.'s poem, as it 1s 1n itself apart fram any intention which the po.t

lay

have had.

NO one at all familiar with the tradition of mysticism in Western Christiani ty would make the mistake f4 saying that Patmore haa tri.d mer.ly to re~taliz.

a pagan mJth.

Grented that there is a justifiable reason for going to

the story of Psyche and Eros

~or

oharaoters or symbols, the real source of

"Psyche's Disoontent" 1e the canticle ot

Can~ioles.

Seeing the source also

helps to "veal the oul tural backgrotmd of the poem and also to show the later
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poem's ol'ig1xlaliV.

For there ifS no attt.lllpt on the part ot the author ot the

Canticle to indicate that these ooncrete situations and
80

p~sical

characteristics

vividly depicted in the Cantioles are to be interpreted in a spiritual way,

thereby elevating the mer.ely senSUAl to

0.

higher plane.

i\'ben the "Song ot

Solomon" i8 read today, the lI\Ystical interpretation i8 imposed on it (and
justitiably).

Moreover, oontext place. the Canticles between the Books ot

Ecclesiastes and Wlsdam, both books ot the mind.

Thi. position colors the

impression made b.J the Canticles, just as the traditional Catholio interpretation doe..

Patmore, on the other hand, has not written a poem in Which it is

lett to the reader to apply the traditional interpretation.

The tradition,

rather, has already been inoorporated explicitly into the poem.
very SUbstance ot the poem.

It 18 ot the

Patmore used the Canticles t imagery and pagan

name., but he also inserted dialogue ot such a kind that the symbolic and the
This factor alters, to a oertain extent, the emotiOl:tAl

literal were combined.
impression otthe poem.

The meaning ot the symbol. is not merely hinted atJ the

truth ..hiob the symbols stand tor is openly discussed by the characters, who
themselves are symbols.

This

intelleotual tone to the work.

~elng

the 08.se, there will naturally be a more

As a ma:t;ter of tact, the appeal will be

primarily there.
If the appeal ot the poem is to the mind, what ot the basic unagery?

This

question has already been put on pages twenty eight and twenty nine where it was
expressed in words that come to this. haw well does the poet, really the poem,
move baok and torth trom the sensual-emotive symbol to the psychologicalmystical experience?

That the poet wanted this movement is evident trom the

poem itselt and can be learned trom extrinsio souroes, a.lthough these la.tter do

6S

not serve the present purpose. 20

The question then can be cast in oontamporar,y

terminology by phrasing it in this _YI

when Patmore unites in one poem. the

symbol and the idea his symbols stand for, does he so imbed the 1dea. in his
symbols that the poem 15 ()rganically one?
In general, the answer can be affirnJEl.tl ve, but at the same time there must

be reservations.
ones.

The strong points will be reviewed tirst and then the weak

As far as possible, this will be done oollectively to help the reader

-

keep in mind the all-importe.nt faot that the poem is one thing and has to be

judged aooordingly_

The dramatic technique that Patmore chose to follow oatohes vividly the
oCl'tral p:coolem of the poaml
in God.
per1~d

Psyche's disoontent at the pleasure of her embrace

The t;re.dltloDal imagery plu8 th& extended treatment of "day" as the

ot time when the

IOul

God's is 8moothly worked in.

is not being influenoed by this direct contact of
)breo...er, and this is a striking pOint, the anti-

thet1oal, paradoxical atructul"1ng of the poem enriches 8ubtly the paradox that
18 bane to the very meaning ot the poem 1tself.

Another factor alao stemming

from the struoture sharpens Psyohets expression of her anxiety and thereby aids
the poem's in'benectual 1Dten.i ty.

This faotor 1s the unity of the poem.

As

has 'been noted, exoept tor the repet! tiona in Psyche's long request (the aecona.

part) everything in the po_ develope the central

issue.~.ot

even '!!:roll enter.

20Ooven.try Pa1:more, "Love and Poetry," ReB'Rio !-'oetae. Eto., p. 144.
"Nuptial love bears the clearest markl of be1Ai nothIng Otherthan the rehaarsal
ot a communion ot a higher natur.... Patmore wanted the chosen others to come to
realize what he knew and felt, that human love is a symbol of an all-oonsuming
divine lo...e as well as &. toretaste ot 1t.

foroefully until the olosing lines of the poam, lest the anguish in the famale
soul be missed or underestimated.

Fine,lly, allusion likewise serves to move the

reader from the literal meaning to the real meaning of the poem.

Moreover, thie

ss:m.e allusion to the mystios and to Saored Soripture guarantees the poem a
oertain dignity and foroes the oul tured reader to recall oertain ideas and to
develop a trame ot mind that inolude. more than a bare intelleotual judgment.
,

Connected inextrioably with the unity and, for that matter, with the tntelleotual tone of the poem is the teohnique.

In this regard, the rhyme and the

phre.stng dependant on tl:at rlWme oatoh up the ideas and the image. and blend
them into an organic whole.

Alli teratioDS help in this too.

Despite the oompl1mentary summary whioh has been given in the paragraphs
above, the question put on the preoeding page does not merit an unqualified
affirmative answer.

Patmore'. diotion and his secondary imagery are weak.

Neither of these deteot. is inconsequential and both btl.... to be taced by even
the most ardeot ot Patmore's admirer..

It is to the.e failings that Herbert

Read referred when he oommented -- spealdng of another poem of the seqtH?:noe but
judging thE' entire sequenoe - . that the Patmorean ode does not "bite into the
mind. ft2l

Gerard Manley Hopkins, generally favorable towards Patmore's poetry,

WT'otft to Robart BridGes that the fundamental failure in PatJOOre's odes was their
"failure to fuse. ft22

He must have had in mind the diotion of the odes, because

the language of "Psyohe's Discontent" does not al1R1.ys "flush and tuse"

2lRead, ~ Voice

2.! Feeling,

p. 91.

22Gerard .Manley Hopkins, The Letters of Gerard Manlel Ho kinl to Robert
Bridges, ed. Claude Colleer Abbott (LOndon-;-1935), Letter LXMa)" 26, lS79},

p. 82.
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the feeling.

Patmore's over-use of polysyllabic words, the verses laoking 10

stronc emotive words, and the

~

worde1 with their appeal to the philosopher

are sufficient evidence for P.opkins' jud@fllont.
So much for a re-assembling of the poem.

Bere it will be appropriate to

quote from. J. C. Reid, who bas often been rrentioned as one of the most peroeptiv4
and yet balanoed of Patmore's admirers.

In speaking of the E.ros sequence in

genere.l and of "Sponsa. Dei It in particular -- the fifth poem of Book II -- he
judges that "as a whole, tSponea Dei' is greater than the sum of its parts, and
the same is true of ma.ny ot the other ode.... 23 To cla.iIl that this statement
applies to "Psyohets Discontent" is not to stretch Reid's praise too tar.

The

poem under discussion does have characteristics as a whole, as a 'lmit, that its
parts do not aooount for.
effect of the poem.

The very raslmess of the attempt strengthens the

To see the pagan myth as a oorroborating faotor in the

traditional Catholio mystioism is no insignificant observation.

Patmorets con-

oept a.nd experiment are worth muoh more than the merely- pagan, or, at roost,
~erely hume.nistic use of the Eros and Psyche myth.

On the other hand, the

fYstlcal tradition is extrinsically and poetically "re-vitalized" by ite union
~th the pa~ theme.
~d~rn

The result of this is a richer conoept of love for

..n.

Naturally suoh tribute to the idea behind the poem oannot be unlimited.
Patmore is being evaluated here as a poet, not as
~arizer

of the mystical way.

6.

spiritual writer or popu-

Therefore. a man with oIlly half the insight of

Patmore might very well produoe better poetry, as a more adept handler of

23Re1d, p. 306.
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language, imagery, pathos, and so on.

!:levertheless, the fact remains that con-

cept, insiGht, and the very introduction of so important a set of truths all
ante!' into the evaluat.: ons thl.'lt readers make of a poem.

By tbht fact alone,

Fa1:itoore has a speoial olfdm to his reader's attention and sympathy} and he
should be forgiven some defects.
Somehow "Psyche's Discontent" has an individual! ty.

Precisely what it is,

eludes complete r.nd exhausti va analysis J but to deny the fact is impossible.
Perhaps ?ercr,y Lubbock came closest to expressing what brings readers back to
Patmore, when he wrote "Patmore's poetry presents a lUlion of severity -- a
certain noble gauntness -- with a sensuousness that lavishes itself in suoh
lovely and minute detail. ,,24-

Now the sensuousness and detail of "Psyche's

Discontent" are not completely "lovely."

The "noble gauntness" is present,

however, in the structure, phrasing, rhyme, and antithesis because the handling
of these makes the very fibre of the poem reflect and

ampli~

its meaning.

When the imagery is equal to the thought and the technique, the result is
indeed "nobly gaunt."

24peroy Lubbock, "Coventry Patmore," ~ Quarterly Review (April
p. 371, cited in Reid. p. 307.

1908),

TEE CHILD'S PURCHASE
A Prologue
Aa a young Child, whose Mother, tor a jest,
To his own use a golden coin tlings dawn,
Devise. 12.1ythe how he -7 spend it .,2,est,
Or on a hor.e, a bride-cake, or a crown,
Till, wearied with his que.t,
Nor liking altogether that nor thi.,
He gives it baok tor nothing but a kiss,
Eudowtd 80 I
With golden speech, ~ choice ot t07. to bU7,
And seanning .E,ower and .E,leasure and renown,.
Till each in turn, with looldng at, look. 'V8.in,
1"01' her mouthTs bli .. ,.
To her who gave 1t give I it a~in.
A.h, Lady elect,
Whom the Timet. ,!oorn has !,aved trom its respeot,
Would I had art
For uttering this which sings within ~ heart.
But, 10,
Th.. to admire il all the art I know.
My Mother and
Fountain ot miracle'
Give me thereby 80me pra1ae ot thee to tell
In such a Song
As _y my iulde severe IUld .&1&d not wrong
Who never spake till thou'dat on him conterrtd
The right, convinc:d.ng word'
Gran't me the steady heat
Ot thought wise,. ylendid, sweet,
Urged by the great, rejoioing wind that rings
With draught of unaeen wings, Making eaoh phrase, tor love and tor delight,
Twinkle 11ke Sirius 'On a trost7 n1ght'
Aid thou thine own dear tame, thou only Fair,
At wliO.e petition meek
The heavens themselves decree that, as it were,
TheJ will be weak'
Thou Speaker ot all wisdom in a Word,
Tb¥ Lordi
Speaker who thus could t 8t well afford

God'.,
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Thence to be silent, -- ah, what silence that
Which bad for prologue thy 'Magnificat?' 0, Silence tull of wonders
More than by ,Moses in the L,fuunt were heard,
'ior. than were utt.r' d by t~'le Seven Thunderu
Silence that
W"'!!Oted, like the-voiceless blue,
The lOUd world' 8 vary1ug view,
And in its holy heart the.-s8rlse of all things pondersl
That aoceptably Y may speak of thee,
Ora pro mel
"'"!'iy-noteand stop
ot the thunder-going chorus ot sq-PowersJ
E.s .....tial drop
Diatilltd from worlds of sweetest-savour'd flowers
'fo anoint ...ith nuptial praise
The Head which for thy Beauty doff'd its rays,
And thee, in B1. exoeeding glad descending, meant,
And )Ian t B new days
}lade-of His deed the adorning aoold_t~
Vaat Nothingnes. of Self, fair female Twin
Of
fucking all !Odts ~ory
(Ah, Mistress mine,
)'1') noWng I hAve added only sin,
Ana. yet would shiue')
ora
me'
ute 8 oradle and death's tombl
To lie within ...hose womb,
There. with divine aelf-w11l infatuate,
Lo",e-eaptiTe to the thing He did create,
Thy God did not abhor,
No more
Than Man, in Youth's high spousal-tide, .
Abhors at lut to toUGh
The strange lips of his long-proorastlDating Bride,
Nay, not the-lea.t tmag1ied part a8 muchl
Ora.
mel
"'"'iii
;-yea, the Lady of m:f Lord
Who dtdst the tirst-descl"f
The bUrning seoret of virginity,
We know with ...hat rewardl
Priam ...hereby
Alone .... see
Heav'nts light in its triplicityJ
Rainbow oomplex
In bright distinction of all beams of sex,
Shining for aye
In the s1multaneoU8 sq,
To One,-tq Husband,-Fath.r, Son, and Brother,
Spouse blisstul, Daughter, Sister, milk-...et MOther,
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Ora ~ m.e'
'"'i'rl esS; whom God obeys, obeying thyself
Him. in thy joyful Saint, nigh lost to sight
In the gee. t ~ulf
Of his own Alory and thy neighbour light.
With whom thou wast as else with husband none
For perfeot fruit ot inmost amit,y,
Who felt for thee
Suoh ~pture of refusal that no kiss
Ever '8eal' d wedlook so conjoint with bliss,
And whose good singular eternally
'Tis now, with nameless peaoe and vehemenoe,
To enjoy thy married smile,
That syatery 'Of innooenoe.
Ora
me'
-riGe !ffihood without ,5,uile,
The extreme of God·s creative energy.
Sunshi~ Peak of human personali tyl
The world',! !.ad a"!'plration.!t one !uooe.!!J
Bright blush, that sav.at our shame from shamefulness,
1!hief Stone ot stumbling, Signbuilt in the way
To set-the foolish everywhere a-bray,
Rem of' God's robe, whioh all who touoh are heal'd,
To which the outside Many' honour yield
Wi th a reward and grace
Unguesstd by the UJXW8.sh t d boor that hails Him to His faoe,
burning the ,!afe; ingratiant courtesy
suing Him by thee,
cn.-pro mel
~r8atur~of' God. rather the 801e than first.
Knot of the cord
Whioh binds together all and all unto their Lord,
S,uppliant Omnipotenoe. ,best to the worst,
Our only Sa.viour from an abstraot Christ
And Egypt's briok-ldlns, where the lost orowd plods,
Blaspheming its false Gods,
Peaoe-beaming Star, by which shall oom.e enticed,
Though nought thereof' as yet they weet,
Unto thy Babe's small feet,
The Mighty, wand'ring disem.paradised,
Like Lucifer, because to thee
They w11l not bend the knee J
Ora 'Iro me'
-nis re O:r Him. whom all things elS0 desirel
Bush aye with Him as He with the~ on fire'
Nei ther in His great Deed ncr on His throne 0, folly of Love, the intense
Last oulmination of Intelligenoe, -Him seemtd it good that God should be alonel
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Bl$ld.ng in unborn laughter of thy lips.

Ere

the world-was,-wi th absolute delight
His in£1ni te reposed in thy- Fin! te,
Well matoh'd. Ha, uni versa.l being' 8 Spring,
And thou, in whom art gathertd up the ends of everythingl
2!!. pro .!!I
In season due, on His sweet-fearful bed,
Roak'd by an earthquake, ourtain'd with eclipse,
ThOU .,!...har'd'st the rapture of the .!.b,arp spear'. head,
And thy bliss pale
Wrought for our boon what Eve' 8 did for our baleJ
Thereafter, holding a 11 ttle thy- 80ft breath,
Thou underwent'st the ceremony of death,
And, now, Queen-Wife,
Sitttat at the right hand ot the Lord ot LIte,
Who, of all beauty, oraves for onTy fee The glory ot hearing it besought with smiles by thee'
Ora ~ro .el
}lOt er,who leadtst me fjtill by unknown way.,
,2.iving the ,&lfts I mow not how to ask,
BleaB thou ths work
Whioh, dC1l6, redeE!!:S '!!}7 ~ 'ftsted days,
Make. white the murk,
And orowns the fft which thou wilt not dispraise,
When olear my Songs of Lady" graces rang,
And little guess1d I 'twas of thee I sang'
Vainly, till now, m:/ praytra would thee compel
To fire '1!1¥ verse with thy shy fame, too long
Shunning wol"ld-blalon of well-pondered longJ
But doubtful smiles, at last, 'mid thy denials lurk,
From whioh I spell,
'Humility and geatness "raoe the task
Which he who does it ~eema impossiblel'
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CHAPTER IV

"THE CHILD'S PURCHASE"
Analyd8
The seoond poem. to be analysed in this thesis 1s quite different f'l"0JIl
"Psyche's Disoontent," both in structure and in tone.

Yet it revea.ls many simi-

laritiel With the Psyche poem, enough, oertainly, to make it obviously the work
of Patmore.

"The Child's Purohase" is the seventeenth poem in the seoond book

of the Eros sequenoe, the second to the last as a matter of tact.
eighteen, "Dead LanCuage," serves as an

W~ilogue

Poem

to the entire sequenoe.

Conse-

quantly, "The Child's Purohase" can be considered the close of the sequenoe.
As has l..lready been noted on pages ten and eleven of the present work, the
"purchas eft poem rep rea ents "hat to Patmore t IS mind is the spiritual marriage .E!!
excellenoe.

Aocording to Eleanor Downing, this poem of the perteotions of the

Blessed Virgin i8 Patmore's nc~m.inat1ng poem on virginity.ttl
desoribes it in this manner.

J. C. :Reid

"The Child's Purohase" 18 his g..e., Patmore'i!

final poetio word on love and virginity.

In the Blessed Virgin he see8 the

perfeotion of virginity. of married love and of the love of God, as well am "the

.2!

IEleanor A. Downing, "Patmore's Philosoph¥ 01' Love, tI Thought,
~ Soienoe_~ ~ ...
L....
et
....t.....e....r ...
s, IX (June 1934), 77.
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suprane expression of the meaning of the Inca.rnation." 2
Father Connolly sets the date ot composition as late in 1877;publ1oatlon
.vas in,,;'~ OdeD rd;: 1878. 3

-

Thus the oompos! tlon followed olosely on Patmore t s

trip to the shrine of the Blessed Virgin at Lourdes, Franoe.

Since this

pilgrimage and its baokground shed some light on Patmore the man, it will not be
out of plaoe to include the poet's own aocount of the journey.

Be tells this

story in the short autobiography that he wrote to desoribe his oonversion to
Catholioism. and whioh Champneys inoluded in the seoond volume of his 11fe of
Patmore.
Before and ever aince my reoeption into this Church my feelings had been,
as it seemed to me, hopelessly out of harmony with the feelings and
praotioe of the best Catho1ios with regard to the Blessed Virgin. I
was in the habit, indeed, of addressing her in prayer, and believed
that I had often f'ound suoh prayers to be sucoessful beyond others J
but I could not abide the Rosary, and was chilled and revolted at what
seemed to .m.e 1;he exoess of' ma:ny forms ot devotion to her. Good I hoped
might CQme of some praotica1 oontradiction of this repugnanoe, some
60nfession 1D act and will of what rr.r:f feelings thus refused to aooept.
I therefore resolved to do the very last thing in the world which my
natural inclination would have suggested. I resolved to make an external
profession of my aooeptanoe of the Church's mind by a pilgrimage to
Lourdes. This I undertook without any sensible devotion, • • •
Aocordingly on the 14th of October, 1877, I melt at the shrine by
the River Gave, and rose without any emotion or enthusiaam or tmusual
sense of devotion, but with a tranquil sense that the prayers of thirtyfive years had been granted. I paid two visits of thanksgiving to
Lourdes in the two succeeding Octobers. for the gift whioh was then 4
reoeived, and which has never since been for a single hour withdrawn.
If the sophisticated repugnanoe at "devotion" to Mary is precisely what one

---

2Reid, Mind and Art, p. 299.
3 Conno ll y , »jstioal Po_s, pp. 286-287.
4Cbampneys, ~iJ"8·.!2! Correspondenoe. II, p. 56.
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might expeot from a man of Patmore t • baokground and tastes, the drastio aotion
is also typical of his temperament.

Although this journey was certainly a factor in the composition of the poem
the visit to Lourdes does not itself enter into the material of the poem nor is
it the purpose of this thesis to tind any relationship.
the poem should be mentioned.

"The Child's Purchase"

sequence of poems in honor of the Virgin.
well in the F..ros seqw·'·'·

;~~ctse

One other point about

1I9.S

written tor another

Despite this taot, however, it fits

*1'1 is the perfeotion ot all that Patmore

has presented in the preceding poems of the sequence.

Its position near the end

ot the sequence indicates and amplifies this perfection of the messed Virgin.
The poem'! structure provides the
the POf'Jl'l.

be,~ beg~nning

for the aotual analysis of

structure is also t.""e point of distinotion between the present poem

and "Psyche'S D!£content."

The latter poem is dramatio, construoted som_bat

11ke a short story, with the short story's singleness of theme and plot.

"The

Child., Purchase, It on the other hand, does not compare easily with any one ot
the other 11 terary types.

This 1s probably because i t merits most clearly the

classifioation of "ode," tor it is an exalted and prolonged apostrophe, invoking
a holy person and lOvingly dwelling on her exoellenoes and prerogatives.
simply expressed, the poem 1s a hymn, a prayer in verse. 5
prologue, i.e., an introduction.
of vi_

80

Most

Moreover, it is a

It does not develop a theme or present a point

muoh as 5. t asks for help in an arduous and "impossible" task. 6

5For similar development, see portions of Dryden's St. Ceoilia Ode8. "A
Song for st. Ceo11ia t 8 Dly, November 22, 1687," and tt~Alemnder's FeastJ or, the
Power of MUsique. An Ode in &nour of St. Cecilia's ray: 1597," The Poems of
~ D!7den. ed., John Sargeaunt (oxtord, 1948), pp. 196-198.
Spage, Patmore. !. study, p. 130, Connolly, p. 286.
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A parable, whioh provides the title and the beginning of the poem, introduoes the poet himself and shows what his desire 1s
Gl'8l'l t me the s tea ely heat
Of Thought wise, splendid, s. . et. (26-27)

His request for words reminds the poet of the Virgin Mary's silence, an instanoe
of the Patmorean grasp of the paradoxical and the oontrasting.

The logioally

united first section -- to line 48 -- 0108es with the first of the Latin invocations,

.2!!. pro !!!,

whioh are repeated litany-like throughout the poem. 7

From verse forty eight onward the logical structure of the poem is not
apparent.

80

Not having a stanzaio pattern to serve him as a guide to the order,

the reader plunges ahead, caught up in the litany of titles and refleotions that
follow but unaffeoted by the seeming absenoe of order.

Closer examination

aotually reveals that there is a rough ordering of the poem around the notions

7This note will explain briefly some passagos whioh suffer from syntaotical
obsourity or oomplexity. They need not enter the actual body of the analysis.
(Allusions and images will be explained in their proper places.)
Lines 61-571 Broken down into sense lines the ssution would read like
thi.. "Distill'd • • • • • • to L~~int the Head which for your beauty doff'd
its rays
ft
§h1oymeant you, i.e.,
intended you in Hi. desoent
to earth
ff and who made man's new, i .• e.,
redeemed, days merely the
aooidental result of His
coming.
nn this last clause, by a poetio lioense Patmore tells MAry that Christ oame for
her glorification primarily and for man's redemption socondarily. (Interpretation in a letter to the author fram Fr. Terenoe Connolly, S.J., editor of the
book already oited, October 1, 1958.)
Lines 84-85, Shining for aye
In the s1m.ul Un80 us sky
The OED supplies no meaning of "simultaneo"s" whioh will make Ser-88 in this
passage if the word is taken as an adjective modifying "sky." In form. it can

ii
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of the Incarnation and Mary'. mystical marriage to God.

Verses 49-74, for

example, can be taken as invocations to Mary in her essential holiness
Essential drop
Distilltd from worlds of 8weetest-s9.vour'd flowers (51-52)
Life's cradle and death'. tomb. (64)
Line. 75 to 101 emphasize the Virgin's place at the apex of Patmore's mystical
hierarchy.

The seetion might be styled one that stresses her "crucial

importanoe" in this mystioism.
Yea, the Lady of my Lord,
Who did the first descry
The burning; secret of virginity • • • (75-71)
~ry

was virginal of mind and body, but at the same time she was married.

Thus,

St. Joseph is introduced •
•

be taken as an adjective modifying "sky," but in meaning it must be taken as
referring to the two lines of the poem which immediately follow the verses under
discussion.
To One, thy Hus band, Father, Son, and Brother.
Spouse blissful, Daughter, Sister, milk-sweet MotherJ (a6-a7)
Mary shines in the sq (as a rainbow) being simultaneously spouse, daughter,
sister and mother of Christ.
Lines 89-90. Mildness, whom God obeys, obeying thyself
Him in thy joyful Saint, nigh lost to sight
These lines can be paraphra.sed in this way: Mildness, i.e., :rvary, whom God
obeys, you obey God (ItHimlt) yourself f!.n ObeyinU the joyful saint. i.e. Joseph.
Line. 98-991 And whose good singular eternally
'Tis now, with nameless peace and vehemence
Patmore has again arranged the words for the sake of an effect. The verses are
beet read. and whose singular good it is now to enjoy etemally, with nameless
peace and vehemence, thy married amile, that ~stery of innooence.
Lines 111-113: Hem. ot God's robe, whioh all who touch are heal'dJ
To whioh the outside Many honour yield
l¥ith a reward and graoe •••
The difficult phrase is "To whioh the outside." Pa.tmore bas twisted the
position of the object of the preposition "to" and the relative modifier. In
prose, the phrase would read, "To the out.lde of whioh ••• "

Wi th whom thou was a.s else with husband none

For perfeot fruit of inmost amitYJ (93-94)
Verses 102 to 154 are the least "orderable" part of the poem.
is most pronounced.

It cries to

~~ry

Here the litany

in every possible image of her holiness,

most espeoially of her role in the Redemption and in her office of mediatrix
between God and man.
Chief stone of st1.mlblingJ Sign built in the way
To set the foolish everywhere a-bray, (108-109)
Our only Saviour from an abstraot Christ (121)
Well match'd: He, universal being's Spring,
And thou, in whom art lather'd up the ends of everything
(140-14l)
Thereafter holdinG a lit~le thy soft breath,
Thou underwent'st the oeremony of death. (148-149)
Then, from Hne 154 to the end of the poem. Patmore returns to the request with
which he opened the ode
Bless thou the work
7fr.dch, done, redeems my many

w~sted

days. (157-158)

It is obvious from this examination of the rough ordering of the poem that
the ode does not get its strength primarily from the logical force inherent in
the thought pattern itself.

Its effect will have to be sought in the rapid

suooession of titles and glories whioh the poet presents.

Patmore, in other

words. seams not to have been conoerned with logic here.

Ra-ther, he was at-

tempting to stimulate the reader t s knowledge, based on dogma or the mystioal
tradition of the Churoh, to an experiencing of the reverence and awe whioh he
himself felt for the Virgin.
This stinulation arises from two related sources lone is

tl.:~

metaphorioal

approa.oh in itself, the seoond is the use ot the same set of figures, metaphors
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or

apo8tro~he

aG the case may be. insofar as they are part of the literature of

the Catholio tradition.
!,~ary

Or more simply, while the various titles under whioh

is viewed in "The Child's Purohase" oan be made intelligible by mere

analysis end rolati on to Catholic

do{'.,'li'l8..

I;lOst of them are taken from Soripture

f.nd the 11 terature of mysticism and are intended hy their allusion to these
sources to enrioh the reader's grasp of the poem wi th the overtones and meaning
of' these sarne "sources."

Such alluflions e.occuut partially for the richness and

complexity of the impact of "The Child's Purchase."
The following catalocue of the allusions of the ode is designed to furnish

an amplifioation and explioltation sufficient to show

r~w

Soripture and the

tradition l~ve been utilized. 8
In such B. Song
As may my Guide severe and glad not wrong
lTho never spake till thou'dst on him conferr'd (22-24)

1'1 cO!l'll7lon Catholic opinion '\;uidelt here means the OOly Spirit. His not
speaking is a referenoe to M:lryts fiat, or oonsent to become the mother
of the Messiah (Lk. 1.38).
----Urged l~ the great, rejoicing wind that rings
With draught of unseen wings, (28-29)
The referenoe is again to the Holy Spirit. this time in allusion to His
Pentecostal appearance in a rush of wind and fiery tong;uos (Aots ii.2-3).
Thou Speaker of all wisdom in a Word.
Thy LordI

Speaker who -bhuB oould'st well afford
!henoe to be silent= -- ah, what silence that
Vlhich had for prologue thy 'Mngnif'ioat?t -- (36-40)
"Word" alludes to Ahryts fiat again) it also alludes to her divine Son,
the Verbum. Relative to t'he"1'irst meaning, Irhry showed her great

8The source and use of these allusions accounts partially for the deoline
of interest in Patmore during the late nineteenth oentury.
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generosity and holiness by uttering one word only (Lk. i.38).
"Magnificat" is the title given to Mary's reply to Elizabeth.

The

0, Silence full of wonders
b,y Moses in the 'Mount were heard,
More than were uttertd by the Seven Thundere; (42-43)
~re than

The referenoes are biblioal. The "wonder's" wnich Moses heard were the
commandments (Ex. xx). The "Seven Thunders" are from the Apocalypse.
"And when the seven thunders had uttered their 'VOices, I was about to
write. And I heard a 'Voice from heaven saying to mea Seal up the things
whioh the seven thunders have spoken. And write them not (Apoo. x.4).
And in its holy heart the sense of all things pondersl (46)
The word "ponders" brings to mind the words from St. Luke. Attier
reoeiving the shepherds, "Mary kept all these words, pondering them in
her heart" (Lk. 11.19). "Ponder- is the word used by the Douay with
whioh PatIoore would have been familiar. The allusion is surely present,
hawever, even without Patmore's intention.
'.fo anoint with nuptial prais.
The Bead whioh tor thJ beaut,y dotftd ita rays, (53-54)

"Bead,· i.e., of the

Bo~. Christ, head at the Mystical Body.
Christ
Itdofftd his rays," i.e., hid or obscured his divinity, as it were, to
take on humanity.

Vaat nothingness of Self, fair famale fwiD
Of Fulne.s, suoking all God's glory in, (58-59)
PN~thingne$$" is fundamentally another re£erenoe to the "Magnificat."
"Because he hath regar;..ed the humility ot hie handmai,d; for behold
trom hencetorer all generations s~9.11 call .e blessed" (Lk. i.47-48).

"Female Twin"

i~

the passive element or aspeot of a person's sanotity
Mary's realization
of her nothingness before God enabled her to be filled with God's
~aoe -- a use of paradox, not unique with Patmore, but common to the
asoetioal v;'-adition.
by which the person can be acted upon or oompleted.

The image at "suoking all God's glory in" is a referenoe to St. Bernard.
In number twenty ot his essay "Knowledge and Scienoe" Patmore quotes
the saint in this way. "The Beatifio Vision 18 not seen by the eyes,
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but is substance which is suoked as through a nipple.,,9
Lifets oradle and death's tomb, (64)
Father Connol~y sees the source of this line in the first stanza of the
li turgioa.l hymn "Vexilla Regif- a valid conj ecture.
PUlget rucis mrsterium
Qua vita mortem pertulit,
Et morte vitam. protul1 t.
The alluftlon aeems to be present whether Patmore's liturgical intereats
are appealed to or not.
'Who didst the f>'at descry

The burning seoret of vU'L,;.l.ni ty • • • (16-11)
The Catholio saint or Dl¥stic vows ohast1ty to eD8.ble himeelf to pas.
directly to the "spiritual marriage" with Christ.
To One, thy Husbs.nd, Father, Son, and Brother
Spouse blissful, Daughter, Sister, milk-sweet Mother, (86-81)
This pair of lines oondenses into the briefest spaoe all the relations
between Christ and Mary. A pa.raphrase would read like this. to one
person, that is, to Christ who i8 husband, father, aon, and brother
to you, you are a spouse, daughter, sister, and mother.
The easiest amplification of this
Christ

00 up let

is by a soheme.

Huaband • • • • • • in the m;yatical marriage
Father • • • • • • oreator (as God)
Son • • • • • • • • born 0 t Mary
Brother • • • • • • fellow human being
Spouse

• • • • • • passive element in the mJstioal
aniage
laughter • • • • • to the creator
Sister • • • • • • fellow human being
Mother • • • • • • of the Seoond Person of the
Trinity Incarnate
The world's sad aspirations' one Suocess (106)
This line undoubtedly depends on WOrdsworth t s famous line I "Our tainted

9Patmore, "Knowledge and Soience," in The Rod, the Root and the Flower,
ed., Derek Patmore, para. XX, p. 81.
-- -- ';";;';;.....;0';"
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nature's solitary boast. tllO
Chiet stone ot stumblingJ Sign built in the way (108)
Here there is
image as used
it is applied
unto the Jews
The preceding
both the JE'IW'S
22-23).

a slight re...arrangement ot a phrase trom St. Paul. The
by st. Paul pertains primarily to Christ, but in the poem
to the Blessed Virgin. nBut we preach Christ oruoified;
indeed a stumbling block, and unto the Gentiles fbolishness."
verse of Corinthians il suggested by the word "sign." "For
require signsJ and the Greeks seek atter wisdom" (I Cor. 1.

Hem ot God's robe, whioh all who touoh are heal 'd. (110)
Thb verse hints at the power that went out trom Christ by the mere
touohing of His prment. Mary, as the Mediatrix ot all graoes, is
likened to this hem. She if:; a similar Bouroe ot graoe. n.And behold a
woman who was troubled wi th an issue of blood twelve years came behind
him and touohed the hem ot his garment. For she laid within herself.
It I shall to~oh only his garment, I shall be healed" (Mt. 1x.20-21).
10 which the outside Yany honour yield
Wi th a reward and grao e
Unguese'd by the UDWashtd boor that hail. Him to His taoe
(111-113)
In the parable ot the marriage feast, the unwashed guest has not taken
care to put himself into the proper garb and 11 theretore oast out
from the banquet. Thus, this guest can be compared to those who do not
arrive at their salvation by the means which God has willed, one ot these
being dflt'VOtil')D to Mary (lit. xxii.ll-l').
OUr only Saviour trom an abstraot Christ (121)

By a play on words the Blessed Virgin is regarded as a saviour tram the
Saviour Himselt. Christ as God retains some ot the divine distance.
Mary, merely a oreature, helps to bring the idea of an inoarnate
d1 vim ty' closer to man.

lOwilliam Wordsworth, tiThe Virgin," Poetical Works ot William Wordsworth,
eds., E. de Sel1noourt and Helen Darb1sh1re, 2nd ed. (oxtOrd, 19S4), III,
Ecolesiastical Sonnets, Part II, feS, p. 383.
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_4 Egypt's briok-kilns, where the lost crowd plods,
Blaspheming its false Gods, (122-123)
"And they /Er;rptiani/ made their i:the JfIf{s!] life bitter with hard works
in olay and briok, and with all manner of servioe wherew1 th they were
overoharged in the works of the earth" (Ex. i.14).
These two lines must be taken in oonjtmotion with the one preoeding.
Mary is a balanoe between the abstraot Christ of the true religion and
the idolatry of one form or another whioh men are prone to fall into.
Peaoe-beaming Star, by whioh shall come 8l1tioed, (124)
The star whioh led the wise men from. the East is appropriated to Mary
as a symbol of her guidance ot men (ut. 1i.9).
lbsh aye with Him as Be with thee on t1rel (132)
"And the Lord appeared to him in a flame of fire out of the midst of
the bush, and he saw that the bush wal on fire and was not burnt
(Ex. iii.2).
Basking in unborn. laughter of thy lips,
Ere the world was, with absolute delight
His Infinite reposed in thy Finite, (137-139)
The poet appears to be alluding to the faot that the liturgy uses the
"Wisdom" books to praise Mary. The allusion must not be extended too
muoh. Nevertheless, the tollowing lines from Proverbs are pertinentl
" • • • I was with him forming all things J and was delighted every day,
playing before him at. all timesJ Playing in the world. And m¥ delights
were to be with the ohildren of men" (Prov. viii.3D-31).
Suoh a long catalogue speaks for itself.
enrioh the ideas of the poem

b~

The allusions must .be judged to

giving the a context.

From this context, as a

result, the reader is able to perceive not only the bare conoept or gist but
also, by implication and connotation, everything that has been said in the
literature alluded to.

This

"t::.:i;C,till<!d!'l

or enriohed peroeption serves to amplify

the emotional quality of' the poem.
A seoond primarily intellectual device whioh Patmore employs here, as in
the Psyohe poem, is paradox or contrast.

In the Psyche poem the theme itself

had a paradoxical element, and the same judgment can be made for the Purchase
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poEm.

The Blessed

~irgin

is most human but at the same time she most closely

approaches the divine, as tar as the merely human can.
meeting point for opposing oharacteristios.

She is therefore a

The following list inoludes most

of the paradox or oontrast, whether obvious or hidden.
With &olden speech, my ohoioe of toys to buy (9)
"Toys" in the seoond part of the introductory story is ironical. It
sr~ by di8ftin the intrinsio vanity of the desires enumerated in the
tenth verse.
\Yhom the Timets scorn has saved from its respect (15)

The "soorn," i.e., the hate, something evil, saves, i.e., does something
benefioial.

.!'l.

Mother and God's. Fountain of miraole' (20)

Simple juxtaposi tion to stress the inoongrui ty of this truth.
The Heaven. themselves deoree that, as it were,
They win be weak. (34-35)

-

Heaven, which usually symbolizes power, will aot as if it were powerless
when it oomes to answering Mary'll requests -- powerless in that it will
not be able to refuse her.
Thou Speaker of all wisdom in

~

Word (36)

The contrast 11 between th~ totaU ty of wisdom and its having been
expressed in one word (Fiat).

-

Vast nothiA5ness or lelf, fair female Twin
Of Furness, sucking all God's glory inl (58-59)
In the words underlined there is antithesis.

In reality, however, both
ideas are realized in the same subjeot, in Mary herself.

11m "Toys," (POCII..x, Book I of the Eros sequence) Patmore olassifies our
human endeavors and inordinate aotion. with the same figure but not with the
same degree of irony.
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Ah, Mistress mine,
To nothing I have added only sin, (60-61)
The poet expresses his own unworthiness by a paradoxical mathematical
formula.

-

Life's oradle and death's tomb' (64)
"Cradle" and "tomb," beginning and end, are contrasted.
To One, thy Husband, Father, Son, and Brother
Spouse blissful, Daughter, Sister, milk-sweet MotherJ (86-87)
Each series of nouns is nade up ot words which are mutually exolusive,
if' not strictly contrary. Yet all are predioated -- in their series .of the same subject.
Mildness, whom God Obeys • • • (89)
Men do not usually assooiate "mildness" with the authority that commands
obedience.
telt tor thee
Such raeture of refusal that no kiss (95-96)

~llio

"Rapture" is normally not linked to "denial" or "refUsal."
Bright Blush, that sav'st our shame from shamelessness,
(107)
Mary's sense of sin is sO profound that she has preserved a wholesome
sense ot sin in man himself who without Mary would probably lose even
the SEmse of sin along with sWesaness.
SUJ,>Pliant Omnipotence;

~

to the worst, (120)

The two polysyllabic words signify oonoepts which are not commonly joined.
The two monosyllabic words express the oontrary degrees ot the same
adjeotive.
Our only Saviour from an abstract Christ (121)
(This line has already been treated on page 70.)

The paradoxioal intent

is so apparent here that no comment is needed ..

Unto tb1' Babe t 8 8111&11 teet,
The Mighst, wand'ring disemparadised ••• (126-127)
"Babe" i8 opposed to "Might,y."
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Desire ot Him whom all things else desire' (131)
Another olear case ot paradox.
contrast.

Mere oomprehension ot the verse gives the

Ere the world was, with absolute delight
His Infinite reposed in thy Finite, (139)
That which is without limit (in one sense) reposes in, i.e., is limited
by the lim! ted.

In season due, on His sweet-tearful
Juxtaposing of two words whioh

~ken

bed~

(143)

separately connote contrary notions.

Thou underwent' at the ceremony; of dee. th,
And, now, Que en-Wi te,
5itt'st at the right hand ot the Lord of L1te, (149-151)
A sign of death here emphasizes an entrance into

Ii:

g;lorious lite.

Since no one part of the poem is developed at length, none ot the paradoxes or
antitheses are developed at length.
Despite the number of oontrasting elements in "The Child'$ Purohase," the
device intrudes less into the reader's apprehension and appreciation of the
poem than does the same general device in "Psyche t s Dis content. tt

This can be

safely said even though there are very obvious attempts at paradox in the
Purohase poem.

Perhaps one reason for the reader's awareness of the contrast

is the general superior! ty of the s'econdary imagery in the present poem when
this imagery is compared to that in "Psychets Discontent."

Since the pictures

in "The Child's Purohase" come alive more frequently, they tend to push the
reader's oonsoiousness of the paradox and oontrast into the baokground.
What are some examples of this imagery whioh verify the clam just _de?
Aotlally. any number ot lines would serve as proof because there are quotable

15
seotions throughout the

po~

where idea. phrasing, and image blend excellently.

In addition to these, however, and independently of them, there are short

phrases here and there whioh carry a sparkle even outside of oontext.
instance, "mouth's bliss" (12) of the introductory parable.
"kiSB,n with whioh it rhymes.

verse forty four oauses one to pause and think.
"thunder-going ohorus." and

"8~-Power."

vigor and palpable vitality

(49-~-<'.

"Voioe1ess blue" of

"World's varying view,"

do not depend on oontext for a oertAin

"SW~,-

:.e:st-savourtd flowers" (52) has a

richness, dignity. and. at the same time, a homely charm.
~ ~~6tra\ned

Here it means

In line twenty eight. the "rejoicing wind" is

fresh, appealing to the ear and to the sense of touoh.

(8T) i$used in

Thus, for

"Milk-sweet Motherlt

way and therefore does not oloy, aa it oould.

"Bright blush" (lOT) i. effeotive. perhaps because of the alliteration and
despite its seeming triteness. "Abstract Christ" (121) is clever it a little
harsh.

The verse following with "Egyptt. briok-kilns" is even better.

"Peace-

beaming Star" (124) and "unborn laughter" (13T) are both Soriptural in origin
but bespeak an individuality in handling.
Some of the metaphors and similes, al though they are oOIlllOOnplaoe in themselve., take on foroe and dignity hom the context where they are aided by the
phrasing, the idea, or the alliteration.

Thus

Making eaoh phrase for love and for delight
Twinkle like Sirius on a trosty night. (30-31)
Admittedly, "Twinkle like Sirius" is not original.
theless. it is felioitous.
taot, make it vivid.

The

phre.sin~

In the lines quoted, never-

and the rhythm save the image. and, in

Another instance of some other aspect of the poem helping

the imagery oocurs in line ten whioh reads

r
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With golden speeoh, mJ Choioe of toys to buy,
And scamling power and pleasure and renawn • • • (9-10)
"Power and pleasure e.nd renown" remind the reader of the prosaic diction and
imagery which disturbed in "Psychets Discontent."
words in the context of the entire introductory

If a critio studies the

para~raph,

ce·ndEmDl this phrase of "The Child's Purchase" so quiokly.

however, he will not
The ohild

Jevlses blytl-le how he j,.a.y spend it best,
Or on a hor~e. a bride-oake, or a crown, (3-4)
Then the poet himself 18 presented with a "coin" and, given his choioe, soans
• • • power and pleasure and renown
The adult's quest, plainly put, parallels the child's search for something on
which to spend his coin:

horse, symbol of prestige and power in Viotorian

England, bride-cake, symbol of me.rriage, embodiment of pleasure; a cr.:n·m. the
symbol of excellenoe or renown in government or human endeavor. 12 Consequantly,
the seemingly dull nouns of verse ten have quite a satisfying effect.

In a

similar way the rather weak phrase "golden coin" (2) is bahnced ".:>y "golden
speech" (9).

The balance offsets tho damage callsed by the banality.

Despi te this explanation, Patmore's previously noted >tendency to employ
weak imagery appears again in "The Child's Purchase." Thu8
frosty night (31)

12"Horse" as a symbol of prestige forces the critic back into the nineteenth century and away from an interpretation that trys to follow the "text-initself" prooedure. Since the period is so close and the case in point is not
occult and since the parallel 1s compelling in t~e other nouns. suoh an interpretation does not seem to be a flagrant violation of principles.
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dear fame (33)
burning secret (77)
bright distinction (83)
holy heart (46)
Sweet girlhood (103)
stmshiny peak (106)
soft breath (148)
These phrases lack vitality.

The paucity ot .uGh phrases in a poem. of

80

many

lines, however, keeps this particular weakness from being so aoute as it was
in the Psyohe po E'm.

Oooaslonally, Patmore's proneness for the formally

int~11eetual

leaTes the

poem with an aocnrate but flat verse.
Sweet Girlhood without guile,
The extreme of God's cJ"eative energy) }loa-l04}
"Extreme" is a good analogous term, but it does not ploture much. A more
notable and more damaging instance of prosaic expression ooours in the last
four lines of the

po~

Here the defect 1s doubly inopportune sinoe the verses

preceding these have a moving musical quality.
Vainly, till nryw, my praytrs would thee compel
To fire my verse with thy shy feme, too long
Shtmning world-blazon of well-pondertd song.
But doubtful smiles, at last, 'mid thy denials lurk;
From which I spell,
'Humilit.y and greatness grace the task
Which he who does it dea~s impossiblel' (163-169)
Despite these examples. flatness does not pervade the poem; the claim that the
tmager,y enhanoes the posm can still be verified.
Discussion of the imagery of the poem. should not be conoluded until some

r
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olarifioation of the more difficult metaphors has been made.

In line forty nine

Key-no te and stop
Of the thunder-going ohorus of sky-Powers (49-50)

8key-note" is best taken as the notewhioh tunes the chorus of sky-powers, i.e.,
angels.

tsStop" is best taken as the knob of that lever of the organ by whioh

special tones are put in or taken out.

Thus Mary's holiness is the occasion

and the lever, i.e., the si~~l, for angelio rejoicing. l3 A seoond difficulty
arises in verses seventy nine and following where our Lady is called
Prism whereby
Alone we see
Heaven's light in its tripliCity, (79-81)
The metaphor 18 built on the prism's quality as a rGfrsctor of light.

Milry's

purity of soul is so great that her goodness by its very strength brings man
into some kind of oontact with the Godhead, thereby enabling him to know more
about the Trinity by studying Mary's relation to the three diviae persons.
Father Connolly explains the lines this waya

"White light containing the three

primar,y oolors is a partioularly appropriate symbol of the Trinity.

It is

broken up, as it were, and made visible in Mary in whom we see re£'l"""ted the
power of the Father. the wisdom of the Son and the goodness of the Holy
Ghost."l4

An image whioh follows immediately after the figure of the prism is even

l3Henry l~tson Fowler and Francis Gordon Fowler, Conoise Oxford DiotionarY
ad. (Oxford, 1934, 1949).

~ Current English, 3rd

14Connolly, p. 292, for Patmorets reference to the image in question, see
2!!.2 Flower, "Homo," para. XX, p. 125.

~ Rod, ~ ~

r
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nore diffioult to grasp.
Rainbow complex
In bright distinction of all bea~s of sex,
Shining for aye
In the simultaneous ';
(82-3:::1)
The "raiDbow" e.lludes to the bow set in t:IEl clouds by Gvd after the deluge as
the sign of His oo"'tenant with NOM (Ex. ix.15-l7).

In the poem, however, the

word is best understood as a general guarantee of some sort of union of
friendship between God and lnan.

If this interpretation is ullO\'Vad, then the

rainbow image can he o.pplied to ):iiry in the sense that l/Ary herself is a
guarantee that man's sD.llctirication will take plo.ce.

lloreover, the Virgin is

a bow in which there are no booms of color de:uoJGing sex.

This is Patmore's way

of saying thnt in }ffary the active element in n:s.n, i.e., the masculine element,
and the passive element, i.e., the feminine are so united that the ';0Lve...
passive duality no longer prevails in her.
physiological reference,. of oourse.)

(This explanation precludes any

In other '\'lOrds, the sY'':-''i.;he6ia oZ the

masouline and feminine 3lements of man fa psychologioal mako-up is so achieved in

-t~rl.s

Mary that she is not vir or mulier but homo.
and as the model of

-

She and Christ are morally one,

nwstice..l uniou she will shine for all eternity.l5

The techniques of "The Child's

Purol~se"

are basically the same us those

of the other poem studied and of the other poems in the Eros sequenoe.

An

irregular rhyme scheme blends with the alliteration and the phrasing to insure

l5connolly, p. 293; Patmore has an essay en'~itled "'1'he Bow Set in the
Cloud lt in which he interprets the "bow" of ge,cred scripture as a guarantee of
the vi Ftion of God Hi:'IlStllf. Rel1&,io ~oete.e, "The Bow Set in the Cloud, II
pp. 51-67.
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an individuality for the pOEm.

It is true that the imagery of the Purchase

po._ sometimes forces the teolmical a.pacts into the background.

These aspects,

nevertheless. are necessary to the structure of the poem. Without the
di~tinotlve

touoh of its alliteration and phrasing, the poem would fail.

With

them and by means of them, the thought and imagery have combined, as J. C. Reid
observes, to oreate a "fusion of intelligence and sensibility."l6
As a means of analyzing this -fusion" the meter. diotion, alliteration and
assonance, rhyme, and phrasing will be discussed in the tollowing pages.
The metrical pattern ot the poem, like that ot the Psyohe poem, is basically
iambio -- traditional terminology being employed once more. Troohaic, a pond";

- -'v

'~,

and even daotyllic teet also appear.

-1",,-

Grant me the steady heat

~

-, -

- Iv

ot thought wise, splendid. sweet,

~

-

I "" - J "" -I'"

- I

v

Urged by the great rejoioing wind that rings

-J ""-1- -",I""
-J.., -I '" -1",Making eaoh ~hrase, tor love and for delight,
v

With draught of unseen wings,

-

'"

\II

1- ...... 1,,'" -1..,-

Twinkle like Sirius on a tros!y night' (26-31)
The retrain,

~

pro.!!. is made up ot two feet, a troohee and an iamb.

The

shortest lines have one foot, two syllablesJ the longest verse has seven feet,
all iambic'
And thou, in whom are gather'd up the ends ot everything' (141)
Since the analysis ot meter in "Psyche's Disoontent" hinted that line length

r
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i8 determined not by merely metrical requirements but by the desire to emphasise
or to oatoh a certain rhyme, it will not be neoessary to say anything more about
meter as such.
Patmorean diction was never able to get beyond its Victorian boundaries
although his ideas and imagery frequently did.

Thus, while "The Child's

Purchase" fails in the matter of word choice less often than many other poems
of the sequence, the penohant for the polysyllabic word is still annoyingly
evident.

Patmore will be abstraot when the concrete would be more apt.
And thee, in his exceedin5 glad descending meant (55)
Bright blush, that aav'st our
Suppliant Omnipotence.

~

s~e

from shamelessnesSI (107)

to the worst, (120)

The poorest line in the entire poem. suffers from faulty word choice and an
over-abundance of "s" sounds.
The world's sad aspirations' one Success) (106)
If the reader wants to speak the words of this verse properly, he has to sacr!fice understanding. in interpreting the lines orally, his pronunCiation will
become entangled on the word "aspirations."

On a few oooasions, Patmore's words

are from the collection of over-worked "poetic" words.
No more
Than A.n, in Youth's high

Thus,

82ou8al-~

-

•• (70)

-

wrought for our boon what Eve's did for our bale; (147)
"Spousal-tide" and "boon" and "bale" ennervate and soften the lines in which
they appear.
These failings in diction, however. are more by way of exception in
Child's Purchase" than they are typical of the whole poem.

For a poem of

"Tr~

r
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169 lines, the number of defects is not so large
weakness.

a8 to

constitute a fundamental

In actual fact, there are strong, fresh phrases that balance the

sMrtcomings well.

For the most part, such phrases have already boen noticed

in the section on imagery.

Instance&S in which words more or less colorless in

themselves have oome alive because of phrasing or alliteration have bean'

'J'Wn

already and v.lll be further shawn in the following pages. l ?
Patmore al11 terated because he wanted smoothness and finish in his verses
and he thought that a111 teration was the necessary meansJ yet he rarely goes
to exoess.

"The Child's Purchase" is no exception.

Alliteration is utilized

extensively but not heavily, and it is used for the same purposes observed in
"Psyche's Discontent" I

to unite phrases, to euphonize, and to heighten the

effect of run-on lines.
The poen's significant alliteration has been underscored in the typed
text.

The following lines are quoted because they are especially impressive.
0, Silence tull of wonders
hbre than by Moses in the YlOunt were heard
!ore -4:!..9.u. Vlsr;; lA-ue.r'd by the seven thundel"SJ (41-43)

Distill'd from worlaa of ,,!Weetest-,!avour'd flowers

(52)

The "mit alliteration of the first example dignifies and solemnizes the
paris on.

co~

The ",. Bound of the second example i8 not confined to the alli ter-

ation itself but permeates the verse making its sound complement the image.
Alliteration near the end of one line and at the beginning of the next one

1?See above, p. ?5.
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appears eight times in run-on lines.

It will be remembered from the study of'

"Psychets Discontent" that this carrying-over of' alliteration helped Patmore
achieve a "rooking" effeot in run-on lines.

The run...on thrusts the

l~e!lder

f'onmrd, the al11 teration tends to oast him back to the preceding line. Some
examples are
Essential drop
Distilltd trom worlds of' sweetest-savour'd flowers (51-52)
And Man t S ne'IIIT days
~de-of' His deeds the adorning aooidentJ (56-57)
l~o more
Thai',!an, in Youthts high spousal-tide (69-70)

~urning

the safe, ingrat1.ant courtesy
Of' suing Him by thee, (114-115)

-

In the last pair of' verses, alliteration strictly taken is not so close, but the

"a" sound!'! In the last syllable of' line 114 carr,y the alliteration from the
beginning of' line 114 to line 115.
'J'~n :.If)!.1e!"

kind of alliteration mentioned in the preoeding paragraph providel

some of the best lines in the poem. a "fibre" or substanoe that makes such verses
a delight to speak aloud.

-

-

Basking in unborn laughter of thy lips (137)

!o~td by an ea,!'.'th p,!e, 2.U!,1iain'd with e2,lipse (144)

~he hard Bounds of' line 144 are a suitable complement to the image of the first

part

of the line.
Assonance plays a lesser role than alliteration in "The Child's Purohase."

~n it is used, its function is to balance and unify.

assonanoe in two lines quoted above as

~ples

There is notable

ot alliteration.

More than by Abse. in the Mount were heard
MOre than were-utter'd by the Sevan Thunders} (42-43)

-

-

-

A seoond example is

-

Peace-beaming Star, by whioh shall

CO'IfI.P.)'

tmtioed, (124)

The following lines oombine assonanoe, alliteration, and some third
quality for polish.

---

Aid ..........
thou ----thine own dear -fame, thou only ....
Fair, (32)
Here the "third quality" is the repetition of the various fto" sounds.

The

following poetio paragraph uses muoh aS8onance. loose alliteration, and balanoed
phrasing to aohieve its often-quoted suooess.
Grant me the steady heat

ot thought wi.e, spleUdid, sweet,
Urged by the great, rejoioing ~d that rings
With draught ot ua8eea wings,
Making eaoh phrase,tor Tove and tor delight.
Twinkle-rike Sirius on a trosty night' (26-31)
Sinoe the rhyme soheme ot the Purchase poem. has 'the lJ8J:le l5eneral oharao~eri8tio8
~ere

as that ot "Psyche's Discontent," there is no necessity to present

another ohart.

It 8uffioes to

~~e

rhyming lines oocurs thirty-eight times.
pt the poem are rh¥-med in pairs.

that the oouplet ot two oontinuous
This neans that 76 ot the 16,;; verses

The remainder of the poem talls into quatrains

rhioh usually rhyme acoording to the pattern !. ok .!.l-

Couplets predominate in

seoond part of the poem, the quatrain, in the first part (as in the Psyche
?Oem). A variation which oombines the ooupl,;'d- and tiw quatrain takes the torm
b b a.
---.....

This latter pattern.

all(;w~

the oouplet to remain the basic rhyme even

!Then a. quatrain form 1. tollowed.
Neither in His great Deed nor on His throne -

o. tolly of Love, the intense

Last oulmination ot Intelligenoe, -Him seem'd it good that God should be alone' (133-136)
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lUp.es are "recalled" in the present poem as they were in "Psyohe's
Discontent. tt An extreme instance ot this begins in verse 137 which reads
Basking in unborn laughter of thy lips.

The rhyming mate for this line does not appear for eight linea, and then in a
oompletely new "paragraph" or thought seotion of the poem.
Rook'd by an earthquake, curtain'd with eclipse (144)
For the most part.

h~r,

Patmore follows his own prinoiple of recall more

olosely by establishing the rhyme in an ordinary way and then, for the sake of

unity, reoalling the same

r~

a few lines later.

The mst effective use of

such recall is in the introductory story of the coin. where the rhyming lines
Not liking altogether that nor this
He gives it baok for nothin$ but a kiss (6-7)
are eohoed at the end of the story by the short verse.
For her mouth's bliss, (12)
Stmilarly, linea 42 to 44
0, Silenoe full of wonders
.
More than by Moses in the Mount were heard
More than were uttered by the Seven Thunders J

are recalled by the rhyme of line 46
And in its holy heart the sense of all things pondersl
Of the thirty-eight couplets, sixteen are formed from. verses whioh run-on.
IF'or example,
Endow'd so I
With golden speech, 'J.'IiY choice of toys to buy (8-9)
Shining for aye
In the simultaneous s~ (84-85)
Sinoe the run-on lin.. , oonsiderations of rhyme om1 tted, accelerate the
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movammt of the poEm and sinoe rh;yme tends to illlpart a feeling of regularity,
the

factors, i.e., the

r~e

and the run-on line., can work against one

another, oontributing a "rocking" efteot whiob is very much like the etfeot ot
the run-on lines when they are oheoked by all1 teration.

A teeUng ot both

freedom and regularity is thereby gained. 18
Some other

r~e

patterns merlt attention.

In verses 49-52, for instance,

perfectly balanoed phrasing combines with the rhyme soheme to torm a pair ot
tine metaphors.
K~note

and stop

Ot the thunder-going ohorus of sky-Powers J

EssEIIltia.l drop
D1stilltd fram worlds ot sweetest-savour'd flowers,
~he ahort lines are noun phrases. the long lines are qualifying phrases.

The

!1nterlooking r . e ot the similar phrases stresses their similarity and at the
ja.me time accentuate. the short phrase..
~he

Another interesting rhyme occurs in

sentence containing the ~ous words "abstract Christ."

Unfortunately, the

rhyme has been overshadowed by that particular image, tor careful reading shon
~

decided onomatopoetic ettect.
Our only Saviour from. an abstract Christ
And Egypt's briok-kilns, where the lost crowd plods,
Blaspheming its talse Gods; (121-123)

Phe

"0·

and the ltd" sounds fall heavily 11ke the footsteps ot men who move

latleasly under some he£.V"'J bu,rJ.en.
~petltion

The

"0·

is made even heavier by the vowel

of "lost orowd plods."

The final teohnical consideration is phrasing. anaspeot whioh a.ctually

l~he only unrhymed line in the poem 18 verse 93; an odd ooourrence.

r
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includes Within itselt' all that has been discussed under the title of
"techniques." Thus considered. phrasing is really the building block of poetic
structure.

Not even the idea of a poem eludes the poem's phrasing because the

latter embodies the former.

Phrase analysis. oonsequently, comes closer than

any other partioularized study, e.g., alliteration, to a

a unit, as an organio whole.

stu~

of the poem as

In other words. phrase study of a poem initiates

the return of the so-called "partsn or "charaoteristios" or "'deVices" to their
original context where they t'unctlon as organic parts of a camplex whole.
The introductory story of the childts purchase presents an opportunity for
the e2amination of at least one section of the poem as a unit.
As a young Child, whose Mother, for a jest,
To his own use a golden coin flings down.
Devilee blythe how he may spend it best,
Or on a horse, a bride-oake, or a crown,
Till, wearied with his quest,
Nor liking altogether that nor this,
He gives it baok for nothing but a kiss,
Endow'd 80 I
With golien speeoh, m¥ choice of toys to buy,
And s canning power and pleasure and renown,
Till eaoh in turn, with looking at, looks vain,
For her mouth's bllsl,
To her who gave it give I it again. (1-13)
~he

soheme of the parable is tight. there is no extra word, no delay.

The antir.

inoident and its application are put in one sentence -- with no full stops.
Only the middle line ("Endow'd so 1ft) is run-on, that is trueJ but the sense of
~he

lines keeps the reader plunging ahead.

Aotually the run-on line in this

instance demands a pause in recitation because of its position and abortuess
since it is the transition point where the mind prepares to link the child's
experienoe with the poet's.

Ihe periodio development of both the child's

r
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purohase and the poet's deoision dignifies the lines and balanoes the two parts
against one another.

In this periodio struoture, the main aotion Cjf' the first

seven lines is reserved to verse seven.

Similarly, the ohief aotion of' the

seoond part of' the opening is saiTed for verse thirteen.

The sole significant

weakness in the introduotion 18 in line thirteen where the phrasing is olumsy
and therefore confusing.
The same dignified phrasing together with interlooked rhyme makes the
following paragraph so quotable and quoted.
:Mother, who lead'at me still by mtknown ways,
Gi ving the gifts I know not how to ask,
Bles8 thou the work
V.'bioh, done, redeems my ma.ny wasted days,
Makes white the murk,
And crowns the f'f!IW which thou wilt not dispraise,
When olear DrY' Songs of Lad¥' s graces rang,
And little guees'd I 'twas of thee I sang' (155-162)
The most important phrase, "Bless thou the work," is olipped short, not to be

passed over more quiokly but to allow for delay.

The series of adjectival

olauses then amplifies the ttwork"J and then the final line of the section
returns in thought to the first line, olosing the section.
Synthesis
Synthesizing a poem is to poetio appreoiation what conduoting a symphony is
to musio.

The conductor must know each theme, the fmtction of' each instrument,

the subordination and heightening to be sought.

In a word, he must go through

the operation of putting the musioal composition back together after the
practioes have worked on this thEIne and that movement.

The conduotor must

re-oompose the work by restoring the symphony's wholeness; and the oritio of
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poetry must do the same.

The poem has to be tOl"'n apart, the "movements"

exa.minad, the "themes" compared.
Child's Purohase."

The latter work has already been done on "The

!low it must be brought together again.

The technique, the

imagery, and the thought oontent must be returned to their proper pac.. in the

"score."
This reconstructing after analysis need not be performed by a process of

mere mathematioal addition.

"The Child's Purohase" can aotually be rel.mited in

the readerts mind by comparing it to a li~.

J. C. Reid speaks of the "ma.g-

nificent litany whioh is the core of the po am. "19

In what way is the poem

really like a litanyJ in what way is it different from a litany?
The moat obvious similarity is the refrain that Patmore has made use of,

--- -

Ora pro me.

This is an explicit indioation that in his own mind at least the

poet ia aware of the poem's litany character.

very oonstruotion ot the poem.

A second oorrespondence is the

All litanies, to the divinity or to creature.,

combine a variet,r of titles by which the person supplioated is invoked.

The

repetition of the same title or mere use of the person's name would be depres.in
both asoetically and aesthetioa·lly.

That there is suoh a varied cataloguing of

titles is too apparent to need comment.

Thirdly, a 11ta.ny is a prayerJ so is

When Reid was quoted above to the effect that he classified the poem. as

a litany, he was actually speaking explioitly of the seotion which begins at
line 103 and continues until verse 154.
affinity to a litany is most marked.

19Reid, p. 300.

In this "core" of the poem, the

The stream of titles and the minimum
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amount of personal comment approximate the general oharacteristios of a liturgical 11tally.
The dissimilarities between a litany and "The Child's Purchase" force the
reader to appreciate more clearly the structure and purpose of the latter.
First,

Q

litany that is liturgically acceptable will be muoh more restrained

than even Patmore's heavily thought-directed poem.
do anything more than give the title, e.g.,
8ubjeot of the litany is to be addressed.
emotional overtones is omitted.
tones are not present.

~

Litanies, therefore. never

MYstica, under which the

Any explicit effort to strive for

This does not ss.y that such emotional over-

The point is that these overtones or emotiona.l effect.

are not sought by verbal amplification and by undisguised intent.

]n

Patmore'.

POem. on the other hand, everything is ordered to an emotionalized conoept of
the Blessed Virgin as the perfect reoipient of God's love.
alizing is oonsonant with the intention of the poem.

Theretore, editori-

Thus, in the section trom

line 89 to 102, whioh speaks of St. Joseph, Mary is not called upon only as the
spouse of St. Joseph_

Instead there is a rather complete explanation of

Joseph's relation to 11Iary, his -own glory, and the virginal but perfect happiness of their marriage.

The group of verses dealing with the "Magnificat"

(beginning at line 40) discloses the same oonsoious development byway of speoifio disoussion.
This dissimilarity can be stated in another ..y.
formula for all their invo oa tiona.

Litanies imply a set

"The Chi Id '8 Purobas e" differs from this

orm because the poet by his own discretion comments on or makes judgments about
the images or ideas whioh he is presenting.

Consequently, in lines 110 to 115

atmore elaborates the notion inherent in a preceding line whioh reads.

r
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Ham of God's robe. which all who touch are heal'dJ (110)
by saroastlcally passinG
~Bry'S

8.

judgment on those who rei"'J.se to avail themlel?es or

interoessions
To which the outside ~8ny honour yield
Vii th a reward and graoe
Ungue.8'd by' the UU1'I8.sh t d boor that hails Him to His taoe,
Spurning the safe .. ingratiant courtesy
Of suing Him by theeJ (111-115)

Or in lines 140 to 141, Patmore oomments on the

c!,)lloept which he has enuntiated

in the preceding lines
H~p Infinite reposed in thy Finite;
Well-ms.tch'da He, universal being's Spring,
And thou .. in wham are gathertd up the ends or everythingS (139-141)

Closely connected with the foregoing disparity i8 another one, the presence
of the personal element in -The Child' s Purchase.·

A 11turgioal 11 tany..

course, never descends to the personal, 1.e., to the purely personal.
poem doe..

ot

Patmore's

In tact, some of its most effeotive parts are those which a.re most

individual in their character:
(Ab, Mistress mine,
To nothing I have added only sin,
And y~t would shine') (SO-52)

Mother, who 1ead'st me still by unknown 'Mays (156)
~fuen

J. C. Reid compared the Purchase poem to a litany, he also offered

this evaluation ot it.

"The 'rinsed and wrung' lang;ue.gt5 or this ode, its

digni ty and its fusion of inte1ligenoe and sens1bl11 ty make 1 t a great re-

ligious poem, sinoere, hunble, yet full of daring insights."20 Reid's

20aeid, p. 300, also, see above, p. 80.
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objeotivity merits thoughtful oonaideration tor his praise ot Ill1 work.

An

elaboration of his statement will, theretore, be the gist ot the conoluding
remarks on "The Child's Purchase."
Poetioally or teohnically speaking, the phrase "fusion of sensibility and
intelligenoe" is mst important in

~

final critique ot a poem by Patmore tor

the simple reason that the absenoe of suoh a fusion has been oonsidered this
poet's basio defeot by suoh peroeiving critios as Hopkins, Herbert Read. and

J. C. Reid himBelf. 21 It was preoisely this aoousation that waa laid
"Psyohe'. Discontent. It

a~inst

When Reid, then, oi tee this fusion of intelligence and

sendbill t)t as a strong point of the poem, 1. t must be 8ignificant.

How does this wedding of the two qualities come about?
que.tion that OODles to mind ilzmediately.
adduced.

Tbi, is the

In answer, the following points oen be

First, the intelligence, i.e •• the cc:..,?t, tiLe idea, has already

been tr_ted.

The Virgin's dignity and. her position as God's most beloved and

most perfect creature, the pw'ect cpou•• for God and for Chr1at are the
leading notions in the me.rrlage symboli81l1 which the Eros sequence tormulates.
IJl the Ptu'cha.e poem, these ideas are 'rigorously put forth, clearlf atated or

implied, no matter how novel or unfamiliar they may seem in them. elves or to
modern men.

Seoondly, aa far as poetic endeavor is concerned, the .tructure

whioh conveys these concepts is IlOre than equal to the task.
paradox, for instance, bring
oontent ot the poem.

~

The contrast and

certain freshness to the purely intelleotual

Moreover, the i-.ginal quality of the poem is strong,

21aopldna, Lettere, ad. by C. C. Abbott, Letter LX (Ml.y 26, 1819), 82,
Read, ~ Voice
'eeling, p. 91.

it
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stl"Onger, for example, than the seoondlu'1 imagery of the Psyohe poem.

IVocabulary, too, it more vivid and more gripping.

Sinoe both of the.e topios

been taken up in their proper plaoes in the analysis of the poem, they will

~ve

~ot

The

be repeated here, but only a little recollection is required to oonvinoe the

reader that the stronger and more definite imagery of the Purohase poem foouses
more attention on the emotional ooloring of what is admittedly mind-oentered
IDatter.
~hat

The vooabulary, too, comparatively free as it is of the affeotation

hinders the effect of the

P~che

ceri ty" of "The Child's Purohase. tt

poem, verifies Reid's claim for the ·sin-

When the 11 vely imagery and the more direct

Vocabulary join with Patmore's polished alliteration, his generally skillful
phrasing, and his striking use of paradox and oontrast, a poem of a high order
results.

Finally, it is not easing out of a problem to say ttat suoh daring

verses as
For her mout.h's bliss (12)
Our only Saviour from an abstraot Christ (121)

Basking in unborn laughter of thy lips (137)
more than compensate for the

fem

failings in imagery, diotion, and phrasing.

This fusion of intelligenoe and sensibility, moreover, constitutes the true
Ibasis for the genuine emotional response that this poem prompts.

Enough has be.

~et

forth about the imagery to show that there i8 a definite emotional appeal in

~he

poem.

It arises organically from the imagery and the diotion and from the

oumulative presentation of the Virgin's titles, as well as from the general
liturgical and biblioal references.

Still another faotor oontributing to the

emotional appeal is the balanoed blending of the personal and the objective.
~his

balanoe itself, however, results from the suocessful fusing of the idea ot
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the poem and the conoretiling of that idea. because the titles of the Virgin
~d

the expressed experienoing of thele titles unite to produoe a two-pronged

attaok on the reader's feelings.
In a word. "The Child f S Purohase 't is an exoellent poem. not one of the
greatest ever -.vritten, not even the best that Patmore wrote, but still worthy of
high praise.

As a olimax to the Eros sequence it is fitting and sincere.

,

CBAP'rER V
CONCLUSIO!l
According to its introduction, the intention of the present work is merely
~

investigate the strength and weakness, success or failure of two of Patmore's

~dea.

This has now been done.

Prefatory to any concluding remarks it must be

remembered that all that has been noted about the two poems of the thesis cannot
pe applied to Patmore's other poetry, nor, strictly, can a portion of what has
been said be applied to his other poetry,. because no investigation of these
other poems has bean made and none has been intended.

Moreover, it is not the

intention of this thesis to use the two poems studied as points for generalising about Patmore's work as a whole.
In the opinion of the author, two points worthy' of brief comment have come
to the fore in the explication of "Psyche's Disoontent" and "The Child's
Purchase."

~eing

They are the paradox and contrast of the poems (the two qualities

considered as one) and

!teri.tics

haVE:

th~

rlVae and a111 teration. l

Both of these chamc-

received con:3itJ.o1"&,hle treatment in the body of the thed ••

jrlothing nn will be presented here.

80

J. C. Reid, among the crt tics, has

especially stressed the importance of rhyme and alliteration in the Eros poems
!and has also mde referenoe to the paradoxical language of all Patmore's

l"New Critios" such as Cleanth Brooks and Robert Penn warren would probably
ponsider this paradox-contrast device as a form of irony.
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poetry.2 As tar as the present author k:no'tr8, how.,.er. no one haa yet verified
exhaustively theae

jud~enta

ot Reid'se

To their verifioation, in

a

limited

area, the present theai. now lays olaim..
That paradox and oontrast peraee.te the two poems i. indisputable.

Sinoe

the devioe is used unobtrusively, however, i" i8 only after repeated readinga

1mat the quantiv of paradox and oontrast appears to be so great.

When it is

d1800vered. the quality of this paradox and oontrast will oocaaioDa11y be
found to be only rhetorical, espeoia11y in "The Child'. Purchase."

This latter

na1uation is surprlsLJ.$ because for most people the Purcha.e po_ is more
enjoyable than the Psyohe poen.

"The Child's Purohase" itself, nevertheless,

has some fine oontrast in it, e.g., "Vast Nothingnelll of Self, tair female
Twin / Of Fulnes8" (S1.S8).

Spea.king g81era11y, however, one fuds a better

tulion of the paJOad.ox and. oontrast with the thought and imag1Da1 fibJOe in the
Psyohe poem.
The lecond oharaoteristic on which &na1y.h baa fooused att81tion 11 the
r~e

and &111 teration.

The point to be stre88ed here is that the rhyDle and the

alliteration get their value from their help in oJOderlng the phrasing of the
poem_ and supplying them with a rhythm and nearly tangible proportion.

The

rl\Yme and alliteration also help in tu.81ng the thought, the imagery, and the
diction of' the poems into a whole.
bellish the work.
r~e

They do more than merely polish and em-

Moreover, the serious def'ects of' the poems are not f'rom the

or alliteration but fram imagery and diotion.

Sinoe the.y are tastefully

and sinoere1y exploited, both rhyme and alliteration oontribute to the

_________ ...--.....J

I
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"song" quality and readability of the poems -- a trait which lesser poetry does
~ot

possess and which better poetry svmetimes lose: in striving for better

imagery or diotion.
r~e

The reader can mOlt satisfactorily prove the beauty ot the

and alliteration by

const!p.~ly

re-reading the two poems.

Slowly but

surely then the rhy,me, alliteration, and excellent phrasing will triumph over
the wordiness and the oocasional oloying image.
The emphasis of this thesis haa been almost painfully oentered on the
~urely

poetical, to the exclusion of souroe study or general evaluation of the

iPoet.

Even in the purely poetio field, however. this thesis has been rather

"teohnical" to the exclusion of disoussion at the poetic character ot the
conoept or theme of the two poems.
~roaoh

In the opinion ot the author, such an ap-

had to be taken because no one appreoiative of the Catholic mystical

tradition would deny the beauty or sublimity ot Patmore's conoeptions, but
critics have to ask about the poetic treatment ot suoh oonceptions.
some negative findings, Patmore's two odes bear sorutiny well.

Despite

It is the

l~pe

pt the author that studies of this type will do their part in making tho readin
iPublio aware ot Patmorets interesting and unique contribution to Catholio and
~gllsh

letters.

r
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APPENDIX I
THE METRICS OF THE ODES

Not one of" the leading Patmorean scholars has as yet been able to analyze
the metric! of the Eros sequenoe in aooord with Patmore's own theory of prosody.
Consequently. this thesis has not attempted what seems to be impossible.

The

aim of this appendix, therefore, will be limited to offering a brief explanation
of the general oharaoteristics of Patmorets prosody and Frederick Page's att_pted soansion of some of his lines.
Patmore wrote in the "irregular oden form, the form used by Milton, Wordse.
rworth, and Coleridge.
~th1n

By this is meant that there 1s no regular form adhered to

the stanza (if there are stanzas) and no regular repetition of stanzas.

The obvious variation whioh Patmore introduoed was this.

he did not indent the

short verses of his odes as is oommonly done, e.g_, Wordsworth's "Ode on the
Intimations of Immortality."

Patmore writes I

n •••

all have tried to

represent the varying pauses, and then prepare the ear for them, by printing the
line. affected with catalexis with shorter or longer blank spaoes at the beginning.

a precaution whioh seems to me to be unneoessary. for, if the feeling

jUltifiea the metre, the ear will take naturally to its variation, but if there
18 not suffioient motive power ot passionate thought, no typographical aids will
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102
make

~h1ng

of this sort of verse but metrioal nonsense , ,

, "1

Given this

theory, it is not diffioult to understand why the traditional indentation was
abandoned.
The preoeding paragraph revealed nothing startingly different, but obsouritiee do rise when one tries to apply Patmore's theory of meter to his own odes,
For Patmore held that time is the important faotor in English verse, not
syllable streBe.

lotus or stress merelymeasurel the time or, in other word.,

acts like the bar in a measure of MUsic,

In any given poem, all the linea will

take the eame time to pronounoe, either in sounding or in pausing. 2

Thus a long

line of ten syllables should oocupy no more time than one ot two syllables when
the paUle. of the latter are 'taken into oonsideration.

Moreoyer. tb" number

of syllable. in a line must always be divisible by four, sinoe the dipode (unit
of four syllables) is also basic to

F~glish

verse,

If the number of syllables

is not divisible by four, enough pauses must be added to the line to get a
quantity of syllables and pauses divisible by four,
pentameter will be a trimeter, i.e"

Thus, the so-called iambio

a line composed of three units of four

syllables, in whioh the ten syllables are supplemented by a pause of two
syllable.' length. 3

lCoventry Patmore, "Essay on English Metrioal Law," Poes, 8th edt (London,
1903), p. 244.
2Cf. in this regard Sidn.., Lanier, The Scienoe of English Verse (New York,
1893), pp. 39-40, 62-63, 97-117. Laniert~ork is the-oiassio treatment of the
"time" theory in English prosody. It was published first in 1880. Patmore
first published his essay on metrics in 1857 (under the title "English Metrioal
Critios", see Reid, p, 355), Lanier, however, does not refer to Patmore.
~er held that duration is the primary oharaoteristio of rhythm. it is a
~tter of silenoe as well as of sound. Aooent constitutes "seoondary rhythm,~.ld. p. 227J Page, p, 151.

lOS
There is :no need to go farth er into the theor y.
~roblan

when one appli es it to Patmo re's own ode8.

canno t be done.

It. novel ty beoomes a r_l
In feet, it seems that it

odes.
Frede riok Page attem pted a soans ion of part of one of the

(His effor t is reprod uoed at the end of this appen dix.)
~hese
~f

words , howev ert

He had to conol ude with

"Even of Patmo rets lover a, some have found his praot ioe

cult.
the 'irreg ular ode' quest ionab le, and hie theor y of it diffi

I had

ions than I oan answe r.
suppo sed I under stood it, but now I ask myse lf more quest
s8ion .,,4 J. C. Reid
I print , howev er, what I had writt en, and leave it for disou
ions. After a
has agree d with Page to the exten t that ha too see. quest
, he sums up by sayin g.
thorou gh eDmi nation of Patmo re'8 theor y and Page' s study
i8, appea rs to elude
"Vfha.t the preci se music al organ izatio n of Patmo re's odes
M5
have 80 far done.
~ly8i. al effeo tively as the ohoru ses of Samaon Agon iste.

4Page, p. 147.

~eid, p. 277.
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Pag.'s Scansion of a Passage f'l"CI'A One 01' Patmore's Odes
In trying to apply the dlpode theory to the scanaion, Page employed the
following coden

1.

F.oh line i. divided into groups ot four syllable. or groupe
having the time 01' f-oul' syllables.
A tonio aol-h.l notation is used.
.A d.ipode is represented thU8'

2.
3.

I

5.

~ I -I:' • ,

I ,

Thy'
ot

tbe
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